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Ronald Dart was a remarkable
human being and human beam
The writer, a minister in the Church
of God International in Jamaica since
1996, pastors the largest WCG-derived Church of God congregation in
the Caribbean (average attendance of
220 in Kingston) and is a widely
known television and newspaper journalist and author. He joined the Church
of God 44 years ago at age 15.
By Ian Boyne
INGSTON, Jamaica—Perhaps
the most telling indication of
the caliber, character and compassion of Ronald Lee Dart happened
on the day of his death (Jan. 23, 2016).
When his death was announced on
the leading anti–Church of God blog
(run by Gary Leonard at armstrong
ismlibrary.blogspot.co.nz) there was
an outpouring of respect for his life
and regret over his death expressed by
visitors to the blog.
Some of those guys on that blog
can be crude, callous and cryptic, but
Ron Dart was spared their vitriol, and
not because of any polite notion that
one must not speak evil of the dead.
Those guys hold no such scruples.
It was because of the sheer weight
of Ron’s godly influence. No matter
how cynical, you could not help but
be impressed by Ron Dart.
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No comparison
No other Church of God leader will
have the kind of universal honor and
respect among those in the Church of
God (the Armstrong movement) that

Ron Dart had. To read the comments
about him on blogs and Facebook
posts has been deeply heartwarming. I
wonder if he knew how much we
loved and respected him.
I wondered whether he knew, as
Brent Kern sang
so melodiously
at his funeral,
that he was our
hero—in a noncultic sense, of
course.
Ron’s prodigious skills as a
speaker, enormous intellect,
engaging delivIan Boyne
ery and commanding presence will never be forgotten. In the Church of God he was
the theologian’s theologian and the
preacher’s preacher.
Finest WCG expositor
He was one of the finest expositors
ever produced by the Worldwide
Church of God.
We have had fine preachers: Albert
Portune, David Jon Hill, David Antion and Art Mokarow, for example.
And even good teachers like Charles
Dorothy.
But Ron Dart was special. He was
both poignant and piquant, enthralling
and enticing, searching and searing.
Ron played a special role in the
lives of those of us who were a particular breed of refugees from the WCG:
See RON DART, page 16

My friend David Jon Hill
was really one of a kind
Mr. Knowles, former managing editor of The Plain Truth, published by the
Worldwide Church of God, is a professional writer. This article is Mr.
Knowles’ tribute to his friend David
Jon Hill, whose articles about the early
days of the Radio/Worldwide Church of
God appeared in issues No. 178 and
179 of THE JOURNAL. While in the process of writing a series of four articles
that were originally to appear in this
newspaper in 2003, Mr. Hill died Nov.
24 of that year.

By Brian Knowles
ONROVIA, Calif.—It was
Monday morning, Nov. 24,
2003. I had just returned
home from doing some grocery
shopping. I unpacked the bags,
cleaned up the kitchen a bit and
decided to check my E-mail. Three
messages announced the death of
my beloved friend and mentor,
David Jon Hill.
The one from his son Jonathan
made it official: “Sad news. My Dad
. . . passed away in his sleep last
night, the Sunday before Thanksgiving Day . . . I found him this
morning when I was getting ready to
leave for work. He died peacefully
in his sleep.”
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I was stunned. I walked zombielike
into the living room and told my wife,
Lorraine, “Jon Hill died last night.”
She froze in place, a shadow of sadness passing over her countenance.
Another blow. Another key mem-

ber of the first generation of leadership
in the Worldwide Church of God had
passed from the scene.
It was only a short time earlier that
Jon’s second wife, Lin, had died. And,
more recently in 2003, Garner Ted
Armstrong had passed abruptly from
the scene.
Series of
articles
Robert Kuhn
and I had been
working closely with Jon Hill
on a series of
articles, the first
of which appeared in a reBrian Knowles
cent issue of
THE JOURNAL. You can also find it on
the Association for Christian Development’s Web site, www.godward.org.
Jon was writing the second article in
the series, and his son had just sent me
a batch of pictures to accompany the
articles. Jon had missed the deadline
for the current issue of THE JOURNAL,
but many readers were eagerly anticipating his article in the next edition.
Ironically, he said to me on the
phone just the previous week, “I hope
I can get these articles finished before
I’m outta here.”
He must’ve had a premonition. He
seemed to have a sense of urgency
about getting them completed.
Jon suffered from two life-threatening diseases, emphysema and congesSee MY MENTOR, page 4

It’s not too early
to make plans
for Feast 2016

I

RONALD DART’S MICROPHONE—On display during Ronald Dart’s funeral,
on Jan. 27, 2016, is this commemorative microphone representing his many years as a
broadcaster of Christian Educational Ministries’ Born to Win radio program. See articles
and photos about Mr. Dart and his ministries in the Churches of God and tributes by old
friends including Ian Boyne in this issue of THE JOURNAL. [Photo by Edward Malone]

t’s not too early to begin advertising your Feast of Tabernacles site. A common
mistake is waiting until the last
minute when potential Feastgoers may have already made
their plans of where to attend.
To get your advertising campaign started for 2016 contact
Linda Cartwright to place announcements in the CONNECTIONS section of THE JOURNAL.
She’s at (903) 636-4779 and
lkcartwright@aol.com.
The 2016 observance for most
festival planners will begin the
evening of Oct. 16 and run
through Oct. 24.
If your observance dates differ
from those specified by the Hebrew calendar, you will of course
want to state that in your announcement.

Friends remember Ron Dart the husband, pastor,
teacher, author, broadcaster, mentor and friend
The writers are webmaster and publisher, respectively, of THE JOURNAL.
By Alan Ruth
and Dixon Cartwright
YLER, Texas—Ronald Lee
Dart, 82, founder of Christian
Educational Ministries and the
Born to Win radio broadcast, died Jan.
23, 2016.
The official cause of death was a
“prolonged battle with cutaneous T
cell lymphoma,” a type of skin cancer,
announced CEM office manager
Linda Benton.
Ms. Benton said Mr. Dart “died
peacefully in his sleep.” He had never
fully recovered from an injury to his
head caused by a fall at his residence
in 2010.
Ronald Dart was born Jan. 7, 1934,
in Harrison, Ark., to Tildon and Eva
Dart. He joined the U.S. Navy in September 1952 and ultimately served for
four years, achieving the rank of petty
officer first class.
After the Navy he attended Hardin-
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Simmons University in Abilene,
Texas, for two years and Ambassador
College for two years, earning a bachelor’s degree in
1960.
Mr. Dart served
as a pastor of a
congregation of
the Radio Church
of God and returned to Ambassador in Pasadena, Calif., to
work on his
master’s degree
Ronald Dart
in theology.
He later did graduate work in communications at the University of
Texas, Austin.
Mr. Dart eventually taught speech
and theology at Ambassador College,
as well as serving as the school’s
deputy chancellor and executive vice
president.
Alongside his college duties, he
served as pastor of the Big Sandy
Worldwide Church of God 1973-76.

Joined CGI in ’78
After Garner Ted Armstrong left
the WCG in 1978, Mr. Dart joined up
with him in his new Church of God
International, based in Tyler.
After differences with the CGI in
1995, Mr. Dart left the church and
founded Christian Educational Ministries, based in nearby Whitehouse,
with his wife, the former Allie Driver,
in November of that year.
(CEM is known as Christian Educational Services in some countries.)
Mr. Dart’s Born to Win is heard on
several radio stations throughout the
United States.
Mr. Dart was preceded in death by
his father, mother and sister, Nana
Williams. He is survived by his wife
of 62 years.
Mr. Dart’s funeral took place at
Stewart Family Funeral Home in
Tyler, with a United Church of God
elder, Jonathan Garnant of Yorba
Linda, Calif., officiating.
Pallbearers were John Beasley,
See EULOGIES, page 16

SOOJ reports on ’15, will do sabbatical in ’16

T

he following is probably the
last Feast of Tabernacles report for the 2015 Feast. See
also the reports in issues No. 177 and
178 of THE JOURNAL.

CAMP WINDERMERE
By Mike Bacon
OACH, Mo.—With so many
events happening in the world,
more than ever we need to pray Thy
Kingdom come, which was the
theme for the 2015 Season of Our
Joy (SOOJ) Feast of Sukkot.
It was held at Camp Windermere
adjoining the Lake of the Ozarks in
Missouri.
Eight of the 10 main speaking ses-
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sions were devoted to the festival
theme with the 22 breakout sessions
such as mentoring, Akiba: counterfeit
king maker, lawsuit protection, choosing life and the patience of Yahweh.
SOOJ is sponsored annually by
Ami Yisrael, founded by Tim and
Angie Kelley of Hawkins, Texas.
The Feast included nationally recognized Hebrew-roots ministers such
as Eddie Chumney of Hebraic Heritage Ministries, Dean Wheelock of
Hebrew Roots magazine and Joseph
Good of Hatikva Ministries.
The curious JOURNAL reader
should also know that all speaking
sessions are recorded and posted on
the SOOJ website, sooj.org. Each ses-

sion is followed up with a Q&A session to keep speakers on their toes.
Attendance grew to nearly 1,000
in 2013 but dropped to about 400 in
2015. No reason to panic, though.
SOOJ organizers have always encouraged fellow believers to start
Sukkot sites in their own areas.
In 2015 new sites had sprouted in
Kansas, South Dakota and Virginia,
which drew from the central Missouri site.
SOOJ will not be held in 2016.
Tim and Angie have decided to take
a sabbatical from festival organizing.
But they plan to bring it all back in
2017. Stay tuned. We wish Tim and
Angie a wonderful sabbatical year!
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Letters from our readers
Remembering Ron Dart
have many fond memories of playing bridge with Ron. Don Lasher
and I would battle against him and
Benny Sharp and once in a while
against him and Garner Ted. A quality
individual.
Michael Kusheba
Kilgore, Texas
See other writers paying tribute to
Mr. Dart beginning on pages 1 and 3.
Lenny’s radical grace twist
Lenny Cacchio’s comments on
page 3 of issue No. 179 give a radical
twist to grace as compared to the common understanding of grace.
“Maybe it would be better to use
the word gracious,” Lenny wrote.
We might go a bit further and use
Strong’s graciousness, which would
make John 1:16 read something like
“For of his fullness we all received,
even graciousness for graciousness.”
Something similar is said many
other places in the Scriptures.
For example, Matthew 6:14: If you
forgive men their trespasses, your
heavenly Father will forgive you.
Galatians 6:7: Be not deceived,
God is not mocked. For whatsoever a
man sows that shall he also reap.
Luke 6:37-38: Judge not and you
shall not be judged. Condemn not and
you shall not be condemned. Forgive
and you shall be forgiven.
Luke 11:4: Forgive us our sins, for
we also forgive everyone who is indebted to us.
Colossians 3:25: He who does
wrong shall receive from the wrong
he has done . . . Mercy rejoices against
judgment.
Revelation 13:10: He who leads
into captivity shall go into captivity.
He who kills with the sword must be
killed with the sword.
Exodus 33:19: I will make all My
goodness pass before you, and I will
proclaim the name of the LORD before
you, and will be gracious to whom I
will be gracious.
This study might give us some idea
to whom He will show mercy and to
whom He will be gracious.
Whatever John intended in John
1:16, the Scriptures are plain that God
is always the first to give or forgive.
Good example for us, right?
I enjoy reading articles like Lenny’s
that consider that the translators may
have translated according to their own
theological viewpoint rather than the
Scripture writers’ understandings.
Phil Griffith
Delight, Ark.
Forward looking
Many thanks for all you do with
your fine publication. Look forward to
every issue.
Ray Flippo
Tampa, Fla.
The nerve
The article in the November 2015
JOURNAL on “John Doe” and his propaganda on DHS and our security
[“Church-Member Department of Homeland Security Employee Says DHS
Keeps Americans Safe, Secure”] certainly needs a huge response.
The entire facade of “security” projects like the DHS, TSA, Patriot Act
and other liberty-destroying agencies
are all based on one gigantic lie: 9/11.
Anyone who has done even a cursory exam of the massive amount of evidence on this event will know full well
that it was perpetrated at the hand of this
corrupt U.S. government and others.
The 9/11 false-flag event was their
second Pearl Harbor to push Americans into another war of aggression
and theft of property and lives. Anyone who actually believes that 19 terrorists with box cutters thwarted multiple U.S. agencies all at the same
time, and used planes to collapse
buildings built to withstand this times
10, is not a serious searcher of truth or
is simply ignorant of physics.
If you do the actual research, most
of the alleged prevention of terrorist
attacks are actually “attacks” being
orchestrated using patsies, and then
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prevented to try to create legitimacy
for the “security” agencies.
It is mostly lies and a fraud on
America. Of course, real security would
not be aimed at Americans. The hypocrisy of the need for security is so
obvious when we are now allowing
thousands of Muslim terrorists and
illegals into our land, and have open
borders doing the same.
If you really want to learn the truth,
then begin researching the topics that
directly address the fraud on most
Americans but which we’ve been
dumbed down on. See my website,
foundationfortruthinlaw.org/Files.
Be ready to be shocked and angered. Maybe I’ll address more issues
in another letter. The only thing that
matters is truth.
Jeff Maehr
Pagosa Springs, Colo.
Hebrew and Roman calendars
On the 1st day of 11th month 40th
year out of Egypt on the Hebrew calendar, God told Moses to recite His laws,
review Israel’s encircling journey and

a child of perhaps 2, Joseph
and Mary were told to take
Jesus into Egypt “until
Herod is dead.” How
long were they there?
I find Scripture
and history to show
that the Son of Man
stayed in Egypt until he
was 12 years old. Why can
I say this?
Jesus was born during a
census year, when all the
citizens of the Roman
Empire had to register.
Roman history tells us a
census was taken every 14 years. The
first was held in 28 B.C. (when only
Roman citizens were counted).
The second would have been in 14
B.C. If that was indeed the year Jesus
was born (and it had to be that year or
the next), then add 14 (B.C.) to (A.D.)
29-33 and, voilà, 43-48!
(I believe he died at 45-46, leaving
room for his last three and one-half
years from the Son of Man’s return
and the establishment of his Kingdom
on earth, or the Jubilee.
Ray Daly
rayedaly@bis.midco.net
Lincoln, N.D.
Cutline correction
I wanted to inform you of a clarification needed in the series of photos
for the Lexington Family Weekend
that appeared on page 16 of the recent
JOURNAL (issue No. 179, dated Dec.
31, 2015).
The unidentified youth in photo
No. 3 is our son Christopher Staszak,
Manassas, Va. Also, this photo is from
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tion of words that would make a person think there is a Trinity.
Second, the word or name Cephas
(John 1:42) was a change from what
Jesus Christ said. Cephas cannot be
translated or interpreted into “Peter.”
Jesus spoke Aramaic. Cephas (Kephas) is not a name but a nickname. It
was coined by Simon Zelotes to keep
him from being identified as Simon
Peter.
Insertions in Revelation paint God
as a cruel tyrant, inflicting continual,
everlasting torture with no empathy
on His part.
I believe Simon Zelotes wrote Hebrews because his knowledge as a
zealot of the law and temple would fit.
Until Paul rebuked him, he did not
understand “justification by Jesus
Christ.”

‘My State Farm agent tells me accidents have
increased since cell phones and texting
have become popular.’
remind them of promises and blessings
for obedience and corrections and punishments for disobedience.
They were about to embark on the
next phase of their destiny: to enter the
Promised Land as a holy nation and
royal priesthood.
Their mission? To restore a right
relationship with their God and model
Yahweh’s ways to the world.
The example of walking the walk
teaches better than just talking the
talk. So they, by example, were to
preach the gospel of the Kingdom of
God to the world by rehearsing and
modeling it.
Joan Tovsen
Anchorage, Alaska
Jesus was about 45 when he died
Most people believe that Jesus, the
Son of Man, died at about age 33. At
the same time they believe he was
born in 4 B.C., since this was the year
Herod died and Herod was alive when
Jesus was born.
Consider the following: Based on
most teachings that give the year of
Jesus’ death as between A.D. 29 and 33:
If born in 4 B.C. then the age of
Jesus at his death, using the A.D. “2933” example, would be 33-37.
However, when the Magi came to
Jerusalem Jesus was already a young
child; that is, not a newborn. Perhaps
he was 2 years old. If so, then this
would increase the possible death
years to 35-39.
Going further, while Jesus was still

the 2014 weekend. Our son was not in
attendance in 2015.
Gary A. Staszak
Manassas, Va.
The mistake appeared in the photo
caption in the print version. The online version of that issue of THE JOURNAL has the correct information.
Summing up
To sum up Hebrews 11, faith plays
an important role in serving God. He
will test our faith over and over until
we get it right because He wants to see
us successful and bring God’s glory in
showing the world of His power and
love. His grace is sufficient.
Brandon R. Holve
Visalia, Calif.
Iron sharpens
Please renew us for another year of
the newspaper. Thank you so much
for such a variety of articles. Iron
sharpens iron.
Marinda and Doyle Holliman
Jacksonville, Ark.
Hitting the nail
Recent letters by Dave Havir and
Ray Daly have hit the nail on the head.
The world over (and the Worldwide
church) have swallowed the idea of a
supreme authority that supersedes
what God has caused to be written in
His Word.
The Catholic Church has tampered
with the New Testament. Starting with
Matthew 28:19 they admit the inser-

Both these writers for THE JOURNAL
have come closest to the truth of the
matter.
Lawrence Mumme
Tucson, Ariz.
Our text for the day
Doesn’t anyone actually talk anymore? I mean really speak with their
voice.
Recently I phoned the beauty shop
to get a haircut. The lady never called
me back. So I went to the shop and
asked, ‘Why didn’t you call me back?”
She gave some excuse and while I
was there I got a text message from
my daughter so the girl who cuts my
hair said, “Oh, I didn’t know you
texted.”
I said: “I don’t. This is a way for my
kids to track me down.”
But I know the real reason my kids
want to text me is they don’t want to
talk anymore. They say, “Mama, if
you need me just text me at work.”
I don’t want to text them. I want to
hear their voice and really speak to
them.
My State Farm agent tells me accidents have increased since cell phones
and texting have become popular.
Even Bill O’Reilly had a segment
about texting on his nightly news.
The next day Dr. Phil’s show was
about cell-phone addiction.
I wonder what God and His Son
Jesus think about this. What will happen in the Kingdom if people have to
give up their cell phones? There are
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going to be a lot of mad people.
Mickey “Forlorn” Ashcraft
Red Springs, Texas
Ken Westby improving
I’m not sure if it’s my understanding
or Ken Westby’s writing that is improving. Whichever is the case, his article on
“Splits Happen” in an issue a while back
was one of the finest articles I’ve ever
read in THE JOURNAL.
At first I thought here’s Ken again
rehashing ancient history, which isn’t
fair because I’ve always enjoyed reading his perspective. But by now I figure
most of his readers are aware of his role,
or nonrole, in the so-called East Coast
Rebellion of 1974.
But the lessons Ken has drawn, and
the focus he has for his life and the gentle, wise and forward-looking way he
presents them in his articles, are inspiring, and my admiration for his steadfast
service to God and His people grows
paragraph by paragraph.
I’m not sure if it’s my understanding
or Ken’s writing that is improving.
Whichever is the case, by God’s grace
I’m certain they will both just keep on
getting better.
Wade Fransson
Madison, Wis.
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Columns and commentary

The art of containment: Comforting others
Mrs. McCann and her husband,
Lewis, who live in England, have been
members of God’s church since 1975.
She is studying for an Open University
degree in the arts and humanities.
By Kathleen McCann
ILTON KEYNES, England—In 2013 I published
a book called Comfort My
People, Saith Your God, which I am
following up with a series of excerpts
and points of interest from the book.
Comfort is seen as soothing balm to
the afflicted human spirit, given within safe boundaries. While comfort
doesn’t solve a problem, it gives a
sense of well-being with safety, belonging and acceptance, and hence the
energy to find solutions.
This seventh excerpt is on containment.

M

Stopping emotions
When we experience strong emotions that disrupt our relationships,
self-control is a way of stopping these
emotions from getting the better of us.
But the process called containment
produces a much more satisfactory result for everyone.
Containment in psychological terms
is the act of holding strong emotions
within safe boundaries while the emotions are given the opportunity to regulate themselves.
By containing the emotions and then
reexpressing them in less-threatening
ways, we learn to regulate them. In
other words, we comfort one another.
Containment starts with the mother
and baby. The baby does not know
why he feels strong distress when
tired, hungry, uncomfortable or alone,
but relies on his mother to accept that
those feelings are normal, not wrong.
With management, they subside.
Mother is in the best position to provide human contact, emotional con-

tainment, comfort, sleep, food and clean
clothing.
Nothing is wrong with strong emotions, providing they are contained
and regulated. On the contrary, strong
emotions are vital to strong character,
otherwise a person is only half happy,
half loyal, half committed, half alive.

he can direct himself. He only gradually develops it. But the infant does
have contentment, derived from his
mother and father, who contain and
comfort his emotions and give him
security.
So containment could be another
word for comfort.

Things we regret
Emotions
give us life, but
when they run
out of control the
world becomes a
frightening place
for everyone.
Strong emotions that are not
stabilized lead
people to say and
do things they Kathleen McCann
later regret. If
people don’t contain their feelings,
apologize and find better ways of
communicating, the cycle of verbal
and physical violence becomes uncontrolled.
Donald Winnicott, a pediatrician and
psychoanalyst who lived 1896-1971,
generated the phrase “the good-enough
mother” to recognize that no mother is
perfect and that in fact perfection is not
required.
Rather, the mother should attune
herself to the baby’s feelings and
needs. In other words, “mutuality”
should develop between them.
The infant who experiences “goodenough” holding, care and mutual experience with others, especially with
Mother, will develop a contented
image of self and be confident in dealing with others.
For example, when the baby cries,
Mother comes and after a while he
does not need to keep crying because
he is confident that Mother is there.
No infant has self-control by which

Away from fragility
An adult who has been brought up
in this way to be secure, with a confident but realistic self-image, is well
placed to deal with the complications
of life.
He has learned to comfort and contain his own thoughts and feelings. He
will go through life resolving difficulties, not needing to become warped in
his thinking to defend the fragile self.
When the infant has a bad experience of emotional containment and
mutual experience with the mother, he
becomes withdrawn and inward looking, holding himself in an inner world
to survive, finding difficulty in relating to others.
Distrust is generated when the baby
cries and Mother does not come.
Eventually he gives up trying. Inconsistent, neglectful or abusive behavior
from parents leads to distrust.
God’s feminine side
There are occasions in the Bible
when God portrays Himself with feminine tenderness. For example:“He will feed His flock like a
shepherd; He will gather the lambs
with His arm, and carry them in His
bosom, and gently lead those who are
with young” (Isaiah 40:11).
“Can a woman forget her nursing
child, and not have compassion on the
son of her womb? Surely they may
forget, yet I will not forget you”
(Isaiah 49:15).
See COMFORT MY PEOPLE, page 4

Ron’s and Allie’s journey began in 1953
The writer pastors the Church of
God Big Sandy and is a regular columnist for THE JOURNAL. He wrote the following for a special anniversary printed program when the Church of God
Big Sandy honored the Darts’ 60th
wedding anniversary on April 30, 2013.
Mr. Dart died Jan. 23, 2016.
By Dave Havir
IG SANDY, Texas—Ron Dart
was born in Harrison, Ark., and
Allie Driver was born in Arp,
Texas. But their journey together
began in Houston, Texas. They moved
to Houston within two weeks of each
other and met at Milby High School.
Allie jokingly credits her temporary
struggles with algebra at that time as
the opportunity to meet Ron.
“I was a year ahead of him,” she
said. “When I failed algebra class, we
ended up in the same class.”
From there the relationship grew.
In 1952 Ron went from high school
into the Navy. He and Allie were married in Houston Feb. 21, 1953.
After Ron served four years in the
Navy, his military service ended when
he and Allie were living in San Diego,
Calif..
The couple decided it was time for
Ron to continue his education, so they
moved to Abilene, Texas, where Ron
attended Hardin-Simmons University,
a Baptist-sponsored school.
At that time the couple made the
decision for Allie to work full time
while Ron took classes. This choice
became the pattern for the success the
couple enjoyed together through the
years.
Ron and Allie attributed the bulk of
their success to blessings from Almighty God.
However, they also realize that
much of their success was due to their
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commitment to work together as a began a new endeavor. They formed
team.
Christian Educational Ministries
In 1958 Ron and Allie moved to (CEM). This project has been the
Southern California and Ron enrolled zenith of the team effort by Ron and
at Ambassador College. Again the Allie Dart.
couple made the decision for Allie to
CEM is a nonprofit, nondenominawork full time while Ron took classes. tional organization that provides eduHe finished his undergraduate cational materials and services for
courses in two years.
individuals and churchAfter he spent another
es. One of its signayear taking graduateture projects is the
level courses, the Darts
Born to Win radio
moved to England.
broadcast.
While employed by
Although Ron’s
the Worldwide Church
name is more visible
of God the Darts served
because of the Born
in the following responto Win broadcasts and
sibilities:
the many publications
At the Ambassador
produced by CEM,
College campus in BrickAllie has been a
et Wood, England, as an
strong partner in orinstructor and as dean of
ganizing and producstudents.
ing much of the mateAs director of the
rial offered by CEM.
international regions of
The journey of
the Worldwide Church
Ron and Allie Dart
of God.
has been a success
As deputy chancelstory of two people
lor of the Ambassador
working together.
College campus in Big
They spent many
Ron and Allie Dart in 1953
Sandy, Texas.
years seeking to serve
As director of church
as many people as
administration—a huge responsibil- possible, and they continued to meet
ity—over the ministry of the World- life’s challenges head-on.
wide Church of God.
In 1978, the Darts took a sabbat- Sincere congratulations
ical and moved to Austin, Texas. Ron
The date of their 60th wedding andid postgraduate work in communica- niversary came while Ron was spendtions at the University of Texas.
ing time in a local hospital.
The Darts moved to Tyler, Texas,
Even though the celebration came
and in 1978 began their service with two months later, our congregation
the Church of God International was pleased to acknowledge their
(CGI). During his years in the CGI, 60th wedding anniversary.
Ron continued to perform administraWe expressed our sincere congratutive functions, write articles and give lations to Ron and Allie Dart and
sermons.
wished them many more happy days
In 1995 the Darts left the CGI and together.

“Folks there isn’t a single verse in the Bible that
limits women's leadership in churches.”

CEM’s Ronald Dart
was a breath of fresh air
The writer, a longtime Church of
God member, lives with his wife,
Sue, in North Carolina.
By Horst Obermeit
ENLY, N.C.—What I found
so different and refreshing
about Ron Dart was what he
did after he left the leadership of the
Worldwide Church of God and later
the Church of God International.
Once he finally left the CGI he
formed Christian Educational Ministries (CEM), instead of doing what
so many other ministers from the
WCG roots did; i.e., start their own
church and make themselves the
leader of the latest “true church.”
Ron did not form a new church.
He formed a service organization
that provided biblical teaching to any
group or person who was interested.

K

Forum participant
For some time Ron was on one of
the online forums that formed after
the Joseph Tkach breakup of the
WCG and participated openly.
He later started a forum as part of
the CEM website that provided free
discussion of many topics, with
some participation by him.
I want to relate what Ron said to
my wife some years ago when we
left the WCG and found ourselves
on one of the same forums where
Ron was commenting (this was
shortly after he formed CEM).
He apologized
My wife wrote him privately and
mentioned that she did not really
like some of what he said in his sermons he gave when we were in
Pasadena from about 1971 to 1974.
He apologized to her and mentioned that a lot of things were going

on at that time and that he regretted
saying the things that had bothered
my wife.
I got to know Ron on a more personal level after that as we attended
the CEM feast for several years and
I was involved with the Feast association Ron formed.
(Ron wanted involvement of anyone willing to
serve in all the
aspects needed
to run a Feast
of Tabernacles
of close to
1,000 people.)
I wondered
about Ron’s involvement
with Garner Ted
Armstrong
Horst Obermeit
after the allegations that had been made about
GTA and his father.
In general, Ron took the approach of
distancing himself from those matters.
He distanced himself and focused
on preaching about the right way to
do things without getting into trying
to reveal what he knew or how he
felt about certain things.
Learn and grow
He acknowledged there were positives about his relationship with the
Armstrongs without getting into
what he heard about things they may
have been involved in.
We should learn and grow as we
age. I saw that Ron was one of the
few leaders in the Church of God
world who continue to learn and
adapt as more information became
known and understood.
Although he did not dwell on the
negatives, he was willing to acknowledge and learn from past mistakes.
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My mentor and friend David Jon Hill was one of a kind
Continued from page 1

tive heart failure. I imagine he succumbed to one or the other.
Jon’s passing should not go unnoticed. He was one of those larger-thanlife characters who left an indelible
impression on everyone who came into
his life. He certainly left an impression
on mine.
He was a friend and a mentor. In spite
of the roller-coaster ride that was his life,
I have nothing but fond memories of
Jon. I named one of my sons after him.
An apprentice in Oklahoma
From 1969 to 1971 I pastored congregations for the WCG in Tulsa and
Ponca City, Okla. Jon Hill, Dave Antion,
Richard Prince and John Mitchell had all
pastored the Tulsa church before I assumed that responsibility.
In those days we ministers worked
six and one-half days a week. Monday
morning was report time, an odious task
if there ever was one.
I tried to make it more fun by jazzing
up my reports with humor, cartoons and
other nonstandard items. Jon Hill was
one of the HQ recipients of those
reports. He liked reading mine.
He decided, apparently along with his
assistant, Dr. Robert Kuhn, that I might
make a good writer. So he mailed me an
SCM portable electric typewriter and
told me to start writing articles for The
Good News and Tomorrow’s World.
I’d taken only three months of typing
in grade 10, but I gave it a shot.
The first article I wrote was “About
False Prophets.” If I remember correctly,
it was based on Zechariah 13. The idea
was that the false prophets of the world
would eventually call themselves the
FFA, the Future Farmers of America (Zechariah 13:5).
Jon edited the article and rendered it
publishable, and my writing career was
launched. A second short article followed on how to lead an opening prayer.
Both pieces were semihumorous.
I kept on writing, and Jon kept on
publishing my work. Sometimes he’d
edit my articles with a squishy red or
blue felt tip and return them to me for
rewriting. In those days we didn’t have
computers or E-mail.
Entering the lion’s den
In 1971 Jon obtained permission
from the church-administration department (CAD) to bring me in to HQ as a
personal assistant to him. Jim Redus
replaced me in Oklahoma. I shared an
office next to Jon’s with Robert Kuhn,
Orlin Grabbe and one other man.
For me it was some kind of creative
golden age. I took naturally to the processes of writing and editing. I even did
a few crude spot illustrations for the
magazine.
I especially loved to pick the brains of
two guys who were smarter than I: Jon
and Robert. I loved working on Tomorrow’s World magazine. I think it was
the best and most substantive magazine
the WCG ever published. For most of
my run I served as its “associate editor.”
At some point I began managing the
publication and Jon wanted to give me
the title of managing editor. It wasn’t
until the last issue that my name appeared with that title, though I’d been
doing the job for some time.
At the height of the magazine’s success Herbert Armstrong enigmatically
killed it.
It had been bringing on board something like 1,000 new coworkers a
month. We had the circulation up to
875,000. I’ll never understand that one.
One of the joys of working on Tomorrow’s World was getting to correspond
with Basil Wolverton on behalf of Jon,
who was editor. The correspondence
between Jon and Basil was screamingly
funny. Basil had been, with his wife, a
Vaudeville act in the early years, and he
was just naturally hilarious.
We were running Basil’s “Story of
Man” serially in TW. He’d send us his
copy and his illustrations by mail. Then
he’d “wait by the mailbox” for our reply.
When Basil would come down from
Oregon to visit Pasadena, Jon would
take both of us out to lunch. Basil and I
would draw cartoons on the napkins in
the restaurant. I still have one of his felttip-pen pictures of a man flying.
During the TW period Jon told me
he’d “put my name in for evangelist.”
“After all,” he said, “by putting together TW you’re doing the work of an

JON AND AUDREY—Mr. and Mrs.
David Jon Hill pose for a photo in
1963. This is one of the pictures Mr.
Hill had picked out to run with the
second installment of his article,
which THE JOURNAL recently reprinted
in issue No. 179. [Courtesy photo]

evangelist.” I asked him later, “What did
they say when you submitted my
name?”
“They laughed me to scorn,” he replied, laughing me to scorn.
That was as close as I ever came to
being high ranking. I guess someone felt
I was rank enough as it was.
In those days my wife and I had never
owned a home, though we’d been married for more than a decade and had
three children. Jon arranged for me to
get a bonus of $3,000 to put a down payment on our first home.
In 1972 that was a vast amount of
money to us. Our house payments were
$225 a month, and it was a stretch to
make them, but what a great feeling it is
to own your own home!
Jon the teacher
Jon Hill taught several classes at Ambassador College in Pasadena. His most

by an assortment of sauna baths, swimming-pool games, beer drinking and
other nonproductive nonsense. (He loved
his board games, especially Risk.).
Word was getting around that Jon’s
lifestyle wasn’t exactly commensurate
with his titles and stature in the church. I
could sense the Sanhedrin sharpening its
long knives. I felt led to take a bold step.
With much fear and trembling, and
after prayer, I entered Jon’s spacious
office on the fourth floor of the Hall of
Administration, closed the door behind
me and said to him, “Mr. Hill, I’d like to
ask for your permission to chew you out.”
Without flinching, he said, “Permission granted.”
I lit into him for at least half an hour,
preaching to him about his image, his
work habits, his reputation, what his
critics were saying about him.
I said: “Mr. Hill, with all due respect,
you’ve got to go back to work, put in the
hours and get something done. Your
staff can’t prop you up indefinitely.”
At the end of it I was shaking in my
boots, expecting the worst.
He sat there, studying me as only he
could do. I waited for a tirade about
insubordination or something akin to it.
I imagined that immediately after that I
would be fired.
Finally, after what seemed an eternity,
he spoke: “Brian, that took one of two
things. It either took a lot of guts, or it
took a lot of love. I choose to believe it
was the latter. Thank you.”
We never said another word about it,
but he took the words of a subordinate to
heart and went back to work. In my
book that represents endearing humility.
Always an adventure
Working for and with Jon Hill was
always an adventure and an endless
learning experience. Jon sent Charles
Dorothy, Lawson Briggs and me on a
tour of the Middle East in the early ’70s.
The pictures I took and my write-up of
that life-changing experience appeared

that swung out over the hearth.
Jon and Audrey would make great
stews and soups in that pot. After dinner
we’d play pool or haul out the board
games. Those were warm and wonderful years.
At one point Jon and Audrey had to
give up their house for a while so famed
pianist Vladimir Horowitz and his wife
could occupy it. Jon was going to write
about that in his stories. Now we’ll have
to wait on that one.
A dose of realism
Jon Hill was a realist. Unlike me, the
naive idealist, he saw through the politics of HQ. He knew what made the
“top” people tick. He had no tolerance
for posturing, pretentiousness, phoniness and insincerity. He loathed the
Pharisaic approach of those who took a
legalistic tack on everything from mandated skirt lengths to the number of
drinks one might indulge in on a social
evening (the general rule was two).
Sometimes Jon broke the rules just to
show how ludicrous some of them were.
Some he broke out of weakness.
Two drinks in a social evening would
be just warming up for Jon, and at some
point he began to understand that he was
an alcoholic.
Like many alcoholics in the WCG,
he found no help in the church hierarchy, only condemnation. They honestly
had no clue how to help an alcoholic.
No one had studied the matter in depth,
and only those who had been there had
any sense of what to do—and they
were not free to do it.
If I understood his intentions correctly, Jon intended to write about his alcoholism in the series of articles he’d
begun for this newspaper. He hoped to
help others.
Leaving Pasadena
I believe it was in 1978 that Jon Hill
left Pasadena to return to Washington

At the end of his life David Jon Hill owned a 1990 van, an old
Olympia portable typewriter and the clothes on his back.
famous was Old Testament Survey. He
owned that class.
Many a student roared with laughter
as Jon made those OT stories of Abraham and Sarah live. His sense of humor
was unique, based on a keen and penetrating understanding of human nature.
Jon understood that the best writing
and the most memorable sermons are
built around stories, not “string of
pearls” concordancelike Scripture passages. Much of the Bible is narrative.
Jon was one of the WCG’s best
speakers and writers because he was a
natural storyteller. His memories of life
were told in anecdotes. He seemed to
see the Bible as a series of scenes in
which people acted out minidramas that
depicted life’s great spiritual truths. Jon
saw the humor in everything, even in the
direst of situations.
Jon also taught a class called Theological Journalism. Eventually he
passed that class on to me to teach and I
became an official faculty member at
AC. I also guest-lectured in his OTS
class and speech classes and occasionally in Epistles.
(Dave Antion usually invited me to
teach the book of Ephesians. To this day
the reasons for that are enigmatic to me.)
When the powers that be decided to
expand the readership of The Good
News from members only to members
and “coworkers” (people who regularly
donated money to the church), I was
again named managing editor. This gave
me a new opportunity to work closely
with my mentor, Jon Hill.
I remember one day using the phrase
“different strokes for different folks” in
an article. He spiked it.
“I don’t know whether you realize it
or not, Brian, but that phrase has sexual
overtones.”
The thought had never entered my
mind. I’m glad he caught it.

in either Tomorrow’s World or The Good
News, I don’t remember which.
Jon provided me with opportunities
for continuing education in the form of
classes, courses and seminars, at AC and
at outside colleges.
After what seemed like a lifetime of
hard work and struggle, he also taught
me that adults could still laugh and play.
In those days Jon had quite a belly,
and I was just beginning to grow one.
Sometimes, when nobody was looking,
we’d take a run at each other and bounce
off each other’s bellies. It was, of course,
very unministerial, but it was fun.
We used to like to “do accents” on
each other. I’d phone him up using an
Irish accent, and he’d answer in kind.
Then we’d switch to an Italian way of
speaking. He could do a “Scandihoovian”
accent, but I couldn’t. German accents
also produced a lot of laughs. Al Portune
got in on those mit his “cheeze blintzes.”
Quite a number of us, including Jon,
were able to do HWA imitations. The
names Bob Smith, Michael “Woody”
Woodruff and a few others come to
mind.
Can you imagine having four or five
HWAs in a room at one time, all apostolically expostulating?
I had nicknames for Jon’s and
Audrey’s kids: Jonathan the Ponathan (I
used the same name on Richard Pinelli’s
son) and Kara Krunch.
I remember the Hills’ kids and our
kids having a great time up at Arrowhead one winter. We had snowball
fights, rolled in the snow, hid behind
trees and enjoyed good food and drink
together in front of a roaring fireplace
presided over by Jon.
Jon’s first wife, Audrey, was a delightful woman with twinkling brown
eyes. Jon and his children were deeply
wounded when she died prematurely.

Permission to chew
There was a point at which Jon Hill
began letting down on his job.
He’d come in to work very early in the
morning—earlier than most—and leave
around 2 or 2:30 p.m. Work was followed

Cannibal pot
At his home in Pasadena, the one
eventually occupied by the late Stan
Rader, Jon had a great fireplace over
which hung what I called his cannibal
pot. It was a large black vessel on a hook

state. He continued in the employ of the
church, writing and preaching. I remember “processing” a number of his articles
in those years.
In early 1979—the Year of the Receiver—those in power in the hierarchy
decided that all WCG employees must
sign a type of loyalty oath. It was a purely political document based on the unnecessary war with the receiver.
Jon refused to sign it. In fact, many of
us refused. It wasn’t because we lacked
loyalty that we refused. It was because it
was unfair to ask employees to sign such
a piece of rubbish. It was a form of
blackmail: “Sign this or lose your job.”
Struggling—and sober
From the time he left the employ of
the WCG to the day he died, Jon Hill
struggled.
He struggled successfully against the
demon of alcoholism. For slightly more

than 20 years he remained sober. He
once said he wanted to live to be 87,
because then he could say he’d lived
longer sober than drunk.
Jon didn’t make it. God had other
plans. But during the last years of his
life Jon and his recovering-alcoholic
wife, Lin, did what they could to help
others.
For five years they ran a halfway
house for alcoholics in Washington.
They had to give that up because Lin
herself was becoming so ill that she
needed full-time care.
Lin had five potentially fatal diseases.
On July 26, 2003, she succumbed to one
of them.
Jon and a small number of close family members and friends held a “celebration of life” ceremony to honor Lin in
her passing.
Then Jon packed his meager belongings into his van and moved in with his
son Jonathan and his wife, Bonnie
(members of the United Church of God).
In his prime, David Jon Hill was an
evangelist, an Ambassador College
board and faculty member, a church pastor, an editor-writer, a vice president and
publishing-division head and a friend
and mentor to many, including myself.
He helped make the WCG what it
was at its peak. He was a major figure in
the history of the church that so many of
us once called our spiritual home.
At the end of his life he owned a 1990
van, an old Olympia portable typewriter
and the clothes on his back.
His income was $428 a month from
Social Security. He was looking forward
to becoming a great-grandfather in
December 2003.
On Aug. 23 Jon wrote Ken Westby,
Robert Kuhn and me: “Word of many of
my past acquaintances’ deaths have
come my way—I’m a survivor who will
be 71 in September and a great-grandpa
in December—if I live that long.”
Jon made the birthday but not the
birth.
Long call
The week before I wrote these words
Jon and I had a long, satisfying phone
conversation. We covered the waterfront, including many great memories.
He talked about his friend Ray
Crandall, whom he’d recently visited up
in Sacramento.
Jon wrote me, “Went to see Ray yesterday . . . Had a good visit . . . Ray is
doing well considering what he’s been
through: six bypasses, four strokes . . .”
Jon spent the last months of his life
caring for, and visiting, the sick. He didn’t
have much, but in the end he gave much.
The last thing I remember him saying
to me on the phone was, “I love you,
friend.”
I choked up and spluttered back at
him, “I love you too, Jon.”
Jon’s gone, and he took nothing with
him but the lessons he learned and the
character he built. He is the latest of a
remarkable generation to pass from the
scene.
I will always cherish the memories of
my good friend Jon Hill. May he and his
contemporaries rest peacefully until the
Lord calls them to a second, never-ending, life.

‘Comfort My people,’ advises God
Continued from page 3

Jesus says in Luke 13:34, “O
Jerusalem, Jerusalem, the one who
kills the prophets and stones those
who are sent to her! How often I
wanted to gather your children
together, as a hen gathers her brood
under her wings, but you were not
willing!”
As a baby, Jesus too needed a
mother to contain His feelings and
pass on to Him the capacity for natural affection.
Jesus developed
The trust engendered by Mary’s
love for Jesus enabled Him as an
infant to develop His own relationship with God the Father.
“But You are He who took Me
out of the womb; You made Me trust

while on My mother’s breasts. I was
cast upon You from birth. From My
mother’s womb You have been My
God” (Psalm 22:9-11).
The infant learns from trusting his
parents to have faith and trust in
God.
“But without faith it is impossible to please Him, for he who comes
to God must believe that He is, and
that He is a rewarder of those who
diligently seek Him” (Hebrews 11:6).
Just as we learn to contain emotions within the family, can we do
the same in a larger group?
Next time we will look at strong
emotions in the human group.
My book, Comfort My People,
Saith Your God, is available from
Amazon in paperback and on
Kindle.
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Connections runs classifieds
C ONNECTIONS runs classifieds: Resources, Help Wanted,
For Sale, Pen Pals, Prayer Requests and more. The
charge for classified ads is 25 cents per word. There is
no charge for Prayer Requests, Obituaries, Anniversary and Birth Announcements. Send classified

advertisements (including Prayer Requests, Obituaries, Anniversary and Birth Announcements) to
CONNECTIONS, P.O. Box 1020, Big Sandy, Texas 75755,
U.S.A., or to Linda Cartwright at lkcartwright@aol.
com. Or call (903) 636-4779.

Personals

Miscellaneous

Obituaries

Would like to hear from friends Rick and Michelle Baumgartner. Anyone knowing
where they are (originally Washington
state), please ask them
to contact Donna Weese,
P.O. Box 765, Big Sandy,
TX 75755.

What would your life have been like without
the borders, language and culture you had in
the U.S.? Looks like your grandchildren will
get to experience whatever that becomes.
Think about it. From a concerned citizen.

I am seeking someone
for a friend, a male of age
55-65, deaf or HH and
can sign. Someone who
loves God, is friendly,
easygoing and honest, Janece
loves people and outdoors activities. Friendship comes first
before getting serious. My name is Janece.
If interested, here is my E-mail: janecemm1
@gmail.com.

Services for Ronald L. Dart, 82, of Tyler,
Texas, were held Jan. 27, 2016, at Stewart
Family Funeral Home in Tyler with Jonathan
Garnant officiating. ¶ Burial followed at
Whitehouse (Texas) Memorial Cemetery in
Whitehouse. ¶ Mr. Dart passed away Jan.
23, 2016, at his home in Tyler. ¶ He was
born Jan. 7, 1934, in Harrison, Ark., to
Tildon and Eva Dart. ¶ Out of a sense of
duty and patriotism Mr. Dart served his
country four years during the Korean War in
the Air Branch of the U.S. Navy, achieving
the rank of first class petty officer. ¶ Mr. Dart
was the founder and president of Christian
Educational Ministries and voice of the

international Born to Win radio program. He
attended Hardin-Simmons University, graduated from Ambassador College and
worked towards his Ph.D. at the University
of Texas at Austin. ¶ He
was gifted with the ability
to make a difficult subject
clear and understandable, and his knowledge
of the Bible drew many
listeners. ¶ He wrote 11
books on Bible subjects.
¶ Born to Win will stay on
the air and continue doing the work Mr. Dart be- Ronald Dart
gan. ¶ Ron Dart was preceded in death by his father, mother and
sister, Nana Williams. He is survived by his
loving and devoted wife of 62 years, Allie. ¶
Pallbearers were Gary Gibbons, C. Rod
Martin, John Currier, Willie Oxendine,
Joshua Voyce and John Beasley. ¶ Memorials may be made to Christian Educational Ministries, P.O. Box 560, Whitehouse, TX 75791.

Obituaries

Widow, nurse, semiretired, longtime COG
member looking for a male friend age 65-80,
grounded in God’s truth. Write maej3570
@gmail.com or 903-561-5075.

PLEASE BEGIN THE FREE . . . .

THE UNITED STATES AND BRITAIN
IN PROPHECY

Why do you
tithe on money?

OUTREACH PROGRAM

Few of us have taken a closer look at the Scriptures to see what it really says about tithing.
Honestly, where does the Bible say, or even hint,
that we are to tithe on the money we earn? What
truly is Biblical “increase”? Few doctrines have
been as badly misrepresented as the doctrine of
tithing. If you now tithe on money, on your paycheck, then you owe it to yourself and your family to get the facts. Read this detailed study of
tithing which has been freeing people from the false teachings on
tithing for over 20 years. (Suggested donation, $3 ppd)
Biblical
Tithing
Is NOT
On Money

A sunset-to-sunset weekly
Sabbath is not in the Bible!
It is an old story: assuming a belief comes from the Bible, when in
fact the Bible says nothing of the sort. Most of us came out of
Protestantism because we saw exactly that. The
truth, the Scriptural truth, is the sunset-to-sunset
weekly Sabbath doctrine is just ANOTHER ONE of
those beliefs that has no Biblical basis whatever!
Shocking though this may be, it is the provable
truth. For nearly 20 years the book, The Scriptural Weekly Sabbath is NOT from Sunset-toSunset, has shown the vital truth on this crucial
subject. The Biblical facts and history do not lie.
Read the facts for yourself. Is Lev. 23:32 really
proof of a sunset-to-sunset weekly Sabbath? Could it be an ancient
Babylonian method of reckoning the day gradually replaced the
observance of the true Biblical day? This book is a must read. Order
yours today. (Suggested donation $3, ppd\)
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The Return of Jesus Christ
Read it here:

ChildrenOfGod.net
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Little Rock, AR 72260

Kol Yehuda: “A voice from Judah” connecting you to The Land.
Be part of an amazing experience in Israel!
• Arrange for Hanoch to visit your group during his USA tours
• Ask Hanoch about his tours to the ancient sites of the Ten Tribes
• Schedule customized private tours for yourself or your group
• Plan to explore archaeological excavations and Jerusalem tunnels
• Prepare now for the Connect Israel Tour Oct. 30–Nov. 10, 2016
• Make this the year you connect with the land and people of Israel

www.Kolyehuda.com

To order these books write:

Hanoch Young / Licensed Tour Guide / Teacher / Lecturer / www.KolYehuda.com
kolyehuda.hanoch@gmail.com / Tel (from US): 323-283-8717 / In Israel: 050-905-5331
— Licensed to Explore the Ancient World —
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A Virtual Church
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Franklin Dale Pearcy, 80, of Oak Park,
Mich., a longtime church of God member,
passed away peacefully Dec. 23, 2015, due
to leukemia. ¶ Frank was born in Royal Oak
April 11, 1935. He was the third eldest of five
children. He was known as a hard-working
man of God, who consistently thought of
others. ¶ At a young age he started his own
company, Ambassador
Lawn Service. He loved
the outdoors and found
beauty within his work.
He ran the business
alongside his son, Frank
Jr., for more than 40
years. He donated lawnmaintenance and snowremoval services to the
Frank Pearcy
Salvation Army for 25
years and was recognized for his efforts by President Clinton and
Michigan governor John Engler. ¶ He was
admired and respected deeply by his family.
His smile lit up a room, and his laugh was
infectious. Franklin's life was a demonstration of a river of righteous living. ¶ He is survived by his five children, Laura Rock, Frank
(Elaine) Pearcy, Rae Ann Kelley, Andrea
(Brian) Cunningham and David; nine grandchildren, Katie, Brian, Mark (deceased),
Emily, Michael (deceased), Stephen, Darren, Kevin and Shane; three great-grandchildren, Jacob, Ashley and Katelyn and by
his siblings, Fred (deceased), Mary, Sharon
(Joe) and Micky (Al). ¶ A memorial service
was held Dec. 29, 2015, at Gramer Funeral
Home in Clawson, Mich. ¶ Memorial donations may be made to the Salvation Army,
Royal Oak, Mich.
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Free live audio and video streaming of the weekly
Virtual Church is available at:

www.godward.org
Check website for coming topics and speakers
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Plane Truth Part 19
Munitions of the Mind (2003)
History of Propaganda by Philip Taylor:
Who are the counterparts to the Nazi propagandist Dr. Goebbels? They lie like he did.
The Nazis and Soviets of nasty regimes were
known to offer war propaganda. “However it
is all too easily forgotten that it was the British
who during the First World War set the standard in modern propaganda for others to follow . . . The government preferred to lie by
omission, not by commission.”
Isolationists in the US jumped upon the postwar news that the British in 1914-17 duped the
US public to join the Allied side. And reinforced their own reasons about avoiding future
foreign entangling alliances. “It might seem
ironic, therefore, that it is the Americans who
today stand as the masters of the art, science
and craft [of propaganda].” The British Empire
ruled, then the US Empire followed [actually
both ruled by The “City” of London].
Are we told everything, or just what the
government wants us to believe? Do we know
the truth or only what propaganda tells us?
The US resembles the Roman Empire. Successful battles led to confidence and the idea
that right was on their side. Winning brought
much national pride. Rome did not claim itself
as the aggressor, only to defend and save foreign people from themselves. Roman diplomats
tried to persuade other nations to agree to its
terms, but held the threat that if not, the might
of the Roman army would prevail. War was
started by some pretext to claim it was justified
in attacking. Rome glorified its wars in public
memorials and statues. Roman soldiers were
claimed heroes to instill confidence and loyalty.
The Roman Empire under the emperors
claimed the fiction that it was ruled by the people
and Senate, but really was ruled like the founding
kings. Later, popes dominated the Empire, as
Gregory claimed war was necessary to maintain
the peace. Particularly as Catholic St. Augustine
wrote that war was pressed upon Catholics by
pagan aggressors. So the Inquisition of torture
and killing of ‘heretics’ continued hundreds of
years. Anyone not a Catholic was at risk.
Thanks to Gregorian Reform, war on infidels made a way for those who were not
monks as knights to gain ‘salvation’ while others could also join in by funding them. So crusades or armed pilgrimages resulted.
During the US Civil War General Sherman
complained that his troops were too democratic, thinking for themselves, and so had trouble
obeying his orders and discipline. Northern
propaganda against the South depicted them as
traitors and against morals (allowing slavery).
The South pictured the North as immigrants,
the scum of the earth, trying to rape the genteel
South. So brother fought brother.

A

1st World War propaganda
The British deliberately cut the buried telegraph cables between Germany and the US—
gaining the propaganda initiative. Just before the
war the British and Germans were best trading
partners, so had to gain more trade with other
nations, particularly the US. Most of British
propaganda was so secret that much of Parliament did not know. And most of it targeting the
US to join the cause was kept secret. Flooding
the US with pamphlets, leaflets and even most
news emanated from the British Wellington
House, hidden from most all Americans.
The British monopoly on news steered US
news for events. So the sinking of the US Lusitania by the Germans was considered by the US
an act of war, and the fact it carried much munitions, as other US passenger ships destined for
Britain considered illegal by US law, was not divulged. And Germans taking over Belgium was
hyped with many atrocities, all lies. The Germans were pictured as invading Huns. The British accused the Germans of boiling down human
corpses to make soap. Only much later did the
truth come out that the corpses were animals.
The World Wars were Total Wars. Ordinary
citizens had to participate in rationing and support troops all year. Troops were employed the
whole year, even during planting and harvests
of past wars when hostilities ceased. Hired
armies were unreliable and costly. Since ablebodied men were fighting overseas, women
entered factories to manufacture products, much
just for the war effort that were intended for
destruction, not construction. Normal people at
home during wars used to not be affected much
by them. Now the hearts and minds of them
needed to be engaged in the war effort and were

subject to manipulation to support the national
cause and hate the enemy. Psychological war on
the home front and abroad.
[As others have noted, war is hyped as good
for the economy, but the opposite is true.
Troops and war materiel must be shipped long
distances which is costly, only to destroy the
products. The troops become dead, or wounded, requiring additional care and cost.]
British propaganda in the US emphasized
the US was likely to be invaded by Germany,
but that was never the case, 4000 miles away.
The British claimed the US was fighting for all
people, to liberate them (while killing half of
them). The British effort in the US was carried
into US schools, factories and motion pictures.
US advertisers, who had developed selling of
many products, were recruited to sell the war, to
sell war bonds and encourage recruitment. This
British propaganda was considered all right for
war, but some American critics wondered if
propaganda would be used during peace time to
further the political agenda of some US leaders.
Adolf Hitler after the war praised British
propaganda as being better than the Germans in
two chapters of his Mein Kampf. Keys to defeating Germany in WWI. Germany realized
too late that munitions of the mind played at
least an equal role in winning as real munitions.
After US investigation into British propaganda after the war, Congress passed into law
that all foreign propagandists must register with
the US government before doing their thing!
The British Empire was at its peak with much
of the world shaded in red, so British propaganda could cease after the war. Lord Ponsonby
cited the mood of many when he wrote of the
injection of “the poison of hatred into men’s
minds by means of falsehood is a greater evil in
wartime than the actual loss of life.” British
postwar investigation found little or no evidence
of atrocities stories that were true.
2nd World War propaganda
By the late 1930s state-sponsored propaganda through all forms of media were in full
swing, from cinema to opinion polls. As the
British clamping down on censorship so anything bad by the enemies was exaggerated and
any good ignored. The first casualty of war was
the truth in the war of words, long before actual fighting began, and words stirred up war. To
counter isolationism in the US, the British
allowed US broadcasters as Edward R. Murrow
facilities to tell the news from the British point
of view to sympathize with their cause. While
those as Alfred Hitchcock made films to bring
the US into the war on the Allied side.
The British Political Warfare Executive
(PWE) was formed in 1941 to direct propaganda aimed at enemies. Using black propaganda
that did not have the source identified, so the
enemy had to guess where the source was.
Anyone hearing this ‘news’ could not know if
it was true or not, so the credibility of the BBC
was at stake playing a dangerous game of
deceit. PWE sent shortwave radio messages to
the enemy armed forces to cause discontent
and undermine morale. Captured enemies
would be interrogated to learn about such
things as the use of brothels and this incriminating information was sent to enemy troops.
One PWE official said “The fighting services attack the body, we attack the mind.” US
war propaganda was used in the Office of
Strategic Services and the Office of War
Information. US bombers delivered plenty of
bombs at long range targets, but also dropped
propaganda to sway the enemy mind. The
Monroe bomb could release up to 80,000
leaflets or newspapers. Some contained safe
conduct passes for surrender and desertion.
Hollywood owned over half the world’s
cinemas and was a great source of war propaganda not matched even closely by the enemies. While the US was neutral, some US
movie houses banned the films due to concerns by German-Americans. Isolationist US
senators Nye and Clarke got a resolution
passed to investigate the film propaganda, and
also tried to break the monopoly of the 8 major
US movie studios. Felt by Nye and Clarke to
have many pro-Ally propagandists (similar to
how the US public was duped for WWI).
Films portrayed German soldiers as gangsters
and thugs, hurting women and the innocent.
The US Armed Forces had their own film
division for training and indoctrination of US
troops, but were aided by help from Hollywood.
The Soviets broadcast their own propaganda
telling of German atrocities while claiming the
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Soviets were freedom-loving people(!). The
Japanese used Tokyo Rose to try and subvert
enemy troops with popular music, but laced
with subversive ideas. Though the Japanese
conveyed truth in films of British racist attitudes
in Hong Kong, and in The Opium War how the
British made drug addicts in China.
While propaganda vilified Axis events and
urged freedom for all, it had to downplay that
the Soviets were part of the Allies and its citizens did not have freedom. After WWII the
Soviets were portrayed as the enemy in the Cold
War. Mostly a war of words and threats of more
atomic bombs. The threat was real as the disaster at Chernobyl testified. MAD or Mutually Assured Destruction. Both sides bluffed while
claiming they were not bluffing. The high cost
of nuclear weapons and their long distance
delivery systems had to be justified in ‘peace’
without a declared war. Both sides declared the
other was militaristic and aggressive.
Movies held sway and 74% were of
Hollywood that conveyed the American way
as ideal and to be envied, with coded messages. Though US films also included corruption in the US, as ones with violence as gangster movies, and permissive sex.
Radio Free Europe was set up to persuade
the Soviets. Years after the Cold War, CIA
involvement came out, such as CIA propagandist John Stockwell admitted fabricating that
Cuban soldiers had raped Angolan girls in
1985. The photo of the firing squad was faked.
The World Rule of Law conducted a study by
John Whirton and Arthur Larson that cites many
examples of how propaganda incited wars, that
words provoked fighting. The propaganda was
caused by the rulers wanting war to profit.
TV became the eyes of the common citizen.
At first the Vietnam war was conveyed as needed by the US, but more and more atrocities
were seen and broadcast by journalists who became against it. So the public could see US
gunships attacking peasants, even using napalm
on them. Most had thought (by US propaganda)
that the US was winning the war. But upon
viewing the US embassy in Saigon taken by the
Vietcong, even Walter Cronkite said “What the
hell is going on? I thought we were winning the
war.” So more Americans questioned the credibility of US official sources. And became distrustful of the president as more body bags of
US troops were shown on TV.
The US public saw a naked native girl running and screaming in agony from a napalm attack. The My Lai 4 massacre (and others like it)
shocked the nation which realized that US troops
were as bad or worse than the enemy portrayed.
For the first Gulf War smart bombs were
hyped as accurate, but only 8% of the bombs
were ‘smart’ while the rest were ‘dumb’ and old
fashioned from the Vietnam war stockpile. Resulting in thousands of civilian deaths. Of course,
the US media did not report about these killing
fields. Many US citizens wondered why Saddam
was left in power, when the hype at the start of
the war urged he was so evil he had to be ousted.
The idea of a clinical attack was shattered on
2-13-1991 when laser-guided bombs smashed
in Baghdad killing 400 civilians, mostly
women, children and old men. Iraqis claimed
this kind of attack was going on a lot. The US
media hardly noticed this attack or similar ones.
The 911 attacks resulted in 3000 deaths and
among them 100 Muslims died. While rumors
spread that the 4000 Jews who worked at the
Twin Towers were notified in advance and
lived. The Official Conspiracy Theory claimed
Muslims did the attacking, while most all of
the alleged attackers were of Saudi Arabia and
not retaliated against.
The Real Roosevelts (2015)
By M.S. King on how two presidents attained office. Teddy Roosevelt set his goal: “I
intended to be one of the governing class.” He
already was born one of the New York elite
class. [As others have noted, there is the myth
of authority—there’s no such thing as a legitimate ruling class.] To his credit he overcame
an ill childhood, but went the opposite way to
develop machismo. He became NY City Police
Commissioner early, walking the beat around
town at night checking on his officers as if they
were little kids. Journalists came with him to
write, and publish about this the next day. And
his claimed super cop persona was shown in
editorial cartoons with him as a giant with a big
stick among small men, and thugs rounded up.
The New York ‘Yellow Press’ that began in
1896 aided his cause and began drumming up
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war with Spain to supposedly liberate Cuba. As
Assistant Secretary of the Navy he provoked war
by sending the USS Maine to dock in Havana
harbor controlled by Spain. It blew up with 266
men on board. TR quickly blamed Spain, though
even the US Navy’s official cause was coal dust
accumulation. Only ten days after the explosion,
the Navy Secretary left office and TR took his
place for four hours, and prepared for war. The
Yellow Press and TR urged war claiming
Spanish brutality and Remember the Maine.
So Congress declared war on Spain based in
the Philippines, claiming Spain will try to
attack the US west coast. This gave the US the
excuse to take over Hawaii against the wishes
of most of its citizens. The war was lopsided,
taking only 3.5 months. But TR stepped down
and volunteered to fight, faking him leading
the charge in the Battle of San Juan Hill with
his Rough Riders. He was claimed the hero,
but the US outnumbered the Spaniards 15 to 1,
and the battle was already won by foot soldiers. He had no orders to do so. He claimed
he did an heroic deed and should get the Medal
of Honor, but was denied while he lived.
As war hero he was elected governor of
New York barely winning. President McKinley’s Vice President died of a heart problem,
and later in McKinley’s reelection he won
with TR as VP, so TR was only a heartbeat
away from the presidency. Shortly, McKinley
was assassinated. TR gave a 20,000 word inauguration speech touting big government.
TR led the US to fight the Philippines War
stemming from an uprising of the Filipinos for
independence against Spain from the previous
war, now directed at the US for empty freedom promises. The war was lopsided with
5000 Americans dying, and 20,000 Filipinos
though 100,000 also died from disease. US
troops used waterboard torture on the rebels.
The Spanish-speaking natives were made to
learn English under the new colonial power.
TR was touted as building the Panama Canal,
but it was worked on much before him. He did
bully Colombia with his Big Stick so Panama
came into being as the US puppet state. Political
cartoons criticized TR for his shameful deeds.
TR sent the Great White Fleet around the world
as a show of his Big Stick, comprised of 16 battleships with military escorts to intimidate other
nations. Mark Twain gibed him for buffoonery,
showing off as a Barnum circus with him as
clown. After his presidency, TR and his hunting
group killed 1000 large animals including 512
big game ones as elephants, rhinos, giraffes and
lions in Africa. He was photographed next to his
kills to show off his prowess.
While TR claimed in speeches to be against
the rich elite, he was supported by them. He
ridiculed President Taft for not knowing a
good trust [cartel] from a bad one, when Taft
tried to break up J.P. Morgan’s US Steel.
TR started the Bull Moose Party with the
doctored photo of him riding a moose much
submerged in water. At an election meeting he
claimed he was just shot and would have trouble delivering a long speech but would try (90
minutes). Later he criticized Taft for his policies that led to the (faked) assassination attempt, so Taft lost.
For WWI, TR led in atrocity stories about
the Germans, claiming they crucified people
and bayoneted babies! He claimed pacifists
were traitors. Though President Wilson had
campaigned with the slogan He kept us out of
war, he quickly entered it upon reelection.
With the ridiculous slogan making the world
safe for democracy. TR was honored as one of
four faces on Mount Rushmore.
Franklin Delano Roosevelt followed
many of the footsteps of TR, his distant cousin, born with a silver spoon in his mouth. As
Assistant Secretary of the Navy FDR allowed
the Lusitania to carry some US citizens and
munitions illegally, as other British passenger
liners during WWII. The NY Times claimed a
2nd torpedo caused the secondary explosion
(not the stored munitions which were not revealed as being on board). The attack gave the
British and US the pretext for the US to join
the Allies in war.
FDR brutally forced Haitians by US marines to comply with a new constitution favorable to the US. Election campaigner Warren
Harding condemned him as jamming it down
the throats of helpless citizens of Haiti at the
point of bayonets.
FDR was elected governor of NY State,
then president. The stock market crash caused
the Great Depression. The Federal Reserve
was supposed to keep that from happening,
but even former Fed Chairman Alan Greenspan later told of the Feds’ key role in the economic disaster. In 1933 FDR claimed an emergency and got law passed to ban hoarding of
most all gold by citizens and taken by the privately owned Federal Reserve (for today’s
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equivalent of $373 per ounce), under the pretext of economic stabilization. Many violators
were arrested, incarcerated and their gold
seized.
FDR started the Social Security pyramid
scheme. Instead of getting a good return on
investment at retirement, the taxes only pay current SS recipients. FDR’s New Deal was tyrannical. In order to control prices to go higher, farmers had to kill their livestock though millions of
people went hungry in the Great Depression. A
tailor was arrested for charging too little, until he
increased prices and had to display the National
Recovery Act sticker in his shop window.
Communist Harry Hopkins’ Works Progress
Administration (WPA) was formed and critics
claimed it meant We Piddle Around, an inefficient make-work scheme. As Mark Twain with
TR, satirist H.L. Mencken blasted FDR, that a
thinking man “comes to the conclusion that the
government he lives under is dishonest, insane
and intolerable.” Later Mencken said “The
whole aim of practical politics is to keep the
populace alarmed (and hence clamorous to be
led to safety) by menacing it with an endless
series of hobglobins, all of them imaginary.”
FDR did not take criticism well and ordered
the IRS to attack his critics. David Burnham,
author of A Law Unto Itself: Power, Politics and
the IRS, wrote “Although Nixon was notorious
for treating the IRS as though it were his private
domain, the records show that FDR may have set
the stage for the use of the tax agency for political purposes by most subsequent presidents.”
[Was this a key reason the IRS was set up?]
US newspapers reported that Hitler snubbed
black Jesse Owens, sprinter and broad jumper,
during the German Olympics. But Owens
claimed FDR was the one that snubbed him.
Hitler showed respect to him, and fellow broad
jumper German Luz Long befriended him.
FDR was shown photographed many times
with only white athletes.
FDR was as verbose as TR, with 300 press
conferences in just 4 years. FDR tried to pack
the US Supreme Court with six of his nominations for favorable rulings on his New Deal
which had been overruled as unconstitutional.
Critical cartoons mocked his efforts and even
Democrats distanced themselves from him.
When WWII started, Germans captured and
published Polish documents showing how FDR
promoted war while claiming to be neutral.
Fifty years later, the authentic diaries of the
Polish ambassador to the US were confirmed as
true. Hitler claimed FDR hypocritically said the
US was neutral while secretly imposing economic sanctions on any neutral nation. While
the US Neutrality Acts after WWI were supposed to keep the US out of war by not selling
arms to warring nations, FDR ignored them
and later got Congress to end them.
While continuing to state US boys were not
going to foreign wars, FDR set up conscription
of males 26-35 in a draft. Draft resisters were
imprisoned. Including 8 men of a seminary
studying to become ministers. The first draftees
were promised they only had to serve 12 months,
but when war started they had to continue.
Republicans in the 1940 presidential election
criticized FDR for preparing for war. But he said
“again and again and again” he was not. Many
western Republicans were shocked when Wendell
Wilkie was chosen to run against FDR without
any prior experience in office. As if he was set to
lose to FDR. After the election, Wilkie got a cushy
job as ambassador at large and published a book
in favor of FDR and world government.
Months before the Pearl Harbor attack which
sparked US entry into WWII, the US military
replaced British troops on Iceland against the
neutral islanders’ wishes on both accounts.
Three days before the Pearl Harbor attack, the
Chicago Daily Tribune jumped the gun and
announced in big bold letters on the front page
“FDR’s War Plans!”
FDR imprisoned 100,000 innocent US citizens of Japanese descent in concentration camps,
to lose their jobs and possessions, freezing their
assets that could have been used by the enemy.
FDR and Churchill firebombed civilians at
Dresden, Germany for 3 straight days with incineration-bombing with up to 500,000 dead.
General George Patton wanted a little more time
to take Berlin with tanks, but was not allowed. He
said “Berlin gave me the blues. We have destroyed what could have been a good race, and
we are about to replace them with Mongolian

savages. It’s said that for the first week after they
took Berlin, all women who ran were shot and
those who did not were raped. I could have taken
it (instead of the Soviets) had I been allowed.”
Despite the objections of General Douglas
Macarthur, FDR’s successor Truman dropped
atomic bombs on civilians in Japan to get Japan
to concede to unconditional surrender.
FDR’s son-in-law Curtis Dall later wrote that
some of FDR’s ideas were his own but much was
from globalists, as the Council on Foreign
Relations. Dall also told that US Admiral Kimmel
in a conversation with him revealed that he was
forced by FDR to take the fall for the Pearl Harbor
attack (allowed to get the US into war).
Despite FDR’s claims of liberating Europe, he
supported ally Stalin and his cruel regime, and
allowed him much territory at the Yalta peace
accords. Stalin’s troops ganged raped two million
German females of all ages, killing most. It is estimated that Stalin massacred 20 million people.
FDR was famously shown driving a convertible with the top down, smoking a cigarette
with a long holder to make a spectacle of himself. He had several sex affairs over the years
while married. In US history, TR and FDR had
their bad acts whitewashed, while claiming
they worked for the common man. FDR was
honored with his image placed on the US dime.
Information War (2003)
US propaganda since 911, by Nancy Snow:
Famous anti-war activist Howard Zinn fought
WWII in bombing raids 35,000 feet up where
you could not hear or see the chaos inflicted
below. On his last bombing run, the bombs
were replaced with canisters of napalm. He did
not ask why, since no one did, only obeying
orders. Everyone knew the war was going to
end very soon. The target was a French town
with a couple thousand German soldiers waiting it out. Some French civilians were burned
to death too. He regretted his war acts.
He said “We need to decide that we will not
go to war, whatever the reason is conjured up
by the politicians or the media, and because
war in our time is always indiscriminate, a war
against innocents, a war against children. War
is terrorism magnified a hundred times.”
Propaganda slogans claim we are in this war
together for national security. “What happens
in a war is that everyone gets corrupted . . . the
evidence from Northern Ireland to Israel is that
going to war actually increases terrorism.”
The Declaration of Independence claimed
governments are set up for certain means. If
they become destructive to those means, it is the
right of the people to abolish the government.
Then it was the government that was unpatriotic. An antiwar protest sign in the 1960s said
“War is good for business. Invest your son.”
Nancy’s previous book is Propaganda Inc.
To win a war, a nation must win the propaganda war to get its citizens to fight and back the
cause set out for the elite’s reasons to fight. US
propaganda has worked well since it is barely
noticed, so people do not get the impression
they are being manipulated. Bush Jr. claimed
Americans are do-gooders and must fight evil.
Representative Barbara Lee was the only congressman who voted against Bush’s war. She was
ridiculed; and even called a traitor by Rush Limbaugh. The bill gave the government too much
liberty, while restricting the liberties of US citizens. Later, the reasons Bush offered for going to
war were found to be baseless. The US got world
sympathy in the wake of 911, but Bush’s go-italone militarism brought hatred. As Ike warned
against, the military-industrial complex.
Walter Lippmann was considered the father
of modern journalism. He also led in US WWI
propaganda. He wrote in his book The Phantom Public that US citizens could be easily
manipulated. Not because they were dumb, but
ignorant. Not having the necessary information
to counter the propaganda lies.
“News organizations often willingly collude
with efforts to censor because media owners are
members of the political elite themselves and
therefore share the goals and outcomes of government leaders. Profit ranks higher than truthtelling in the minds of media owners and many
of their employees.” If the employees go along
with the scheme they reap benefits, while if they
buck the system they can quickly be out of a job.
The US learned much of its political intelligence from the British, and its secrecy classifications. From the British Empire, and its WWI
propaganda even inspired that of the Axis pow-
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ers for WWII.
US news media personnel share with US
national security communities, called a revolving
door. Reporters sent to foreign lands can more
easily gain information than CIA agents, and the
latter sometimes act like they are reporters.
General Electric is one of the biggest military arms merchants, and it bought NBC, the
same with Westinghouse buying CBS. So both
of those arms dealers are likely not going to
report negatively about selling arms. Newspaper editors were called to see if letters to the
editor were running for or against the wars in
Iraq and Afghanistan. The Tennessean editor
said that, despite the letters being 70% against
the wars, he decided to run an equal number of
each so as not to appear biased.
Walter Lippmann, Edward Bernays (of propaganda fame telling how the masses are manipulated by a few) and George Creel convinced
the US populace to want war, to volunteer to
fight or support those who did. Creel used most
every medium to alter the populace from pacifism to white hot fervency for war. Similarly
for Bush Jr.’s wars, Charlotte Beers of Madison
Avenue advertising was chosen to package the
wars as freeing the Iraqi and Afghan people.
For the Korean War President Truman wanted to avoid the connotation that developed with
the term propaganda given a bad image. And
manipulation had become bad as well. So Truman’s speechwriter, an Assistant Secretary of
State, wrote in his book Truth Is Our Weapon:
“There was one major thing wrong with the
speech. It was sure to cause headlines such as
Truman Declares Propaganda War. Happily, a
new phrase came to mind. The American offensive was naturally to be based upon the truth.
Therefore I suggested that the President call for
a ‘Campaign of Truth.’ ”
Congress eventually funded $121 million for
it, and more funding for military propaganda of
psywar and psyops. A US national security
report said the Soviets were winning the propaganda war and that the US had to act.
Later, the War on Terror was proclaimed. “The
phrase War on Terrorism is itself a propaganda
message. By design, it elevates the language of
conflict, suggesting that all other options (negotiation, international courts of justice or policing)
have been exhausted, when the reality is that they
were never seriously considered.”
Martin Luther King’s I have a dream speech
got much publicity. “What you never hear
rebroadcast is the antiwar speech that King gave
at Riverside church in 1967, in which he said that
the US was the greatest purveyor of violence in
the world today. From Vietnam to South Africa
to Latin America, King said the US was on the
wrong side of a world revolution . . . suppressing
revolutions of the shirtless and barefoot people.”
While the US sells military arms to despotic
regimes suppressing democratic movements.
US advertising campaigns are generally held
in contempt by foreigners as propaganda, as in
Islamic markets that are in competition with the
overwhelming presence of US advertising.
Surveys show anti-Americanism is on the rise
due to the US government being overly aggressive, condescending and showing little interest
regarding other nations. And Muslim nations
think the US is singling them out as breeding
grounds for terrorism. “When in fact, European
allies have harbored terrorists for decades.”
Barbara Lee was the daughter of a Korean
War veteran and a self-described army brat.
She voted against Bush’s war act before Congress due to conscience, that “we should not
become the evil we deplore.” She received hate
mail and death threats. She was actually supported around the world by people who did not
want the US to respond to the 911 attacks with
vengeance but peaceful options. [Remember,
the last US WWI veteran said war is murder.
And peace is negotiated around a table peacefully, why not before war to stop it?]
After WWII, the Institute for Propaganda
Analysis was set up in the US to study US
WWII propaganda. Noting these 7 key devices:
Name Calling to associate an idea with a bad
label. Card Stacking to be for or against an idea
by selective use of facts [instead of properly
weighing all the facts]. Bandwagon approach
claims everyone is in favor of an idea. Testimonial—getting endorsements by celebrities.
Plain Folks to spread an idea as being of the
people. Transfer, so someone’s patriotism is
questioned if he does not wave a US flag, and so
on. Glittering Generalities is opposite of name-
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calling (bad names), for support of freedom or
democracy without checking its application.
Rep. Lee was angry like the rest of
Americans for the 911 attacks, but did not want
to give the US military the right and funding to
attack more than 60 nations in response.
Particularly when there was little evidence to
back up these assertions. The US should have
exhausted all peaceful options before pursuing
war. She remembers as a child with her family
going to a restaurant and being denied access
and told by a waitress that they do not serve
(and they used the N-word). Even when she
needed to be delivered as a baby from her
mother, the hospital refused admittance.
US propaganda for US citizens
Most in the US believe US propaganda is
used against its enemies, particularly in war.
But do not realize it is used against US citizens,
too. “The propaganda industries in the US run
the gamut from the technologies and business
model of mass media that have influenced
global culture, through political campaign commercials and opposition research, to the professional practitioners of mass influence in marketing and advertising that affect the behavior
of individual consumers in a mass society.” The
techniques developed to control foreign nations
have been used against Americans.
The US is the leading arms dealer, so cannot
be expected to lead world demilitarization and
peace. The US seems bent on destruction, not
construction, so is considered by many nations
to be the Great Satan. We armed Saddam in the
Iraq-Iran war with massive amounts of
weapons and high tech support using satellites.
Then later we warred against him for having
such weapons. Later, Operation Iraqi Freedom
just brought more misery to Iraqis. US arms
and money support Israel, that thwart real
democracy for Palestinians there.
Condoleeza Rice had the 5 major TV news
organizations censor portions of the video tape
by bin Laden. Bush kept claiming Saddam had
WMD to justify attacking him, but none were
found. David Wise wrote an article for The
Washington Post called Welcome to Credibility
Gap claiming he was not the first president to
lie or mislead the public. But how can people
trust public officials if they are liars?
Senator Feinstein cited arrogance of the
Bush Doctrine in reneging on international
treaties on climate change, test ban treaty, biological weapons, anti-ballistic missiles and
Criminal Court. The 2002 US Nuclear Posture
Review allows the US to conduct preemptive
strikes with mininukes against even nations
without nuclear weapons to take out their biological or chemical weapons stocks. (The US
has been the only nation to use nuclear
weapons against civilians of other nations.)
Critics claim other nations will then use mininukes, too. Feinstein believes the US should
set the highest standard for nuclear restraint.
The federal deficit grows even larger in debt,
while the US credibility deficit grows worse.
Wikipedia article on EHM
Confessions of an Economic Hit Man (2004):
“According to his book, John Perkins’ function
was to convince the political and financial leadership of underdeveloped countries to accept
enormous development loans from institutions
like the World Bank and USAID. Saddled with
huge debts they could not hope to pay, these
countries were forced to acquiesce to political
pressure from the United States on a variety of
issues. Perkins describes how developing nations were effectively neutralized politically,
had their wealth gaps driven wider [the few rich
got richer, the many poor poorer] and economies crippled in the long run.”
“Economic hit men (EHMs) are highly paid
professionals who cheat countries around the
globe out of trillions of dollars. They funnel
money from the World Bank, the U.S. Agency
for International Development (USAID) and
other foreign ‘aid’ organizations into the coffers of huge corporations and the pockets of a
few wealthy families who control the planet’s
natural resources. Their tools included fraudulent financial reports, rigged elections, payoffs,
extortion, sex and murder.”
“Perkins charges that the proposed conditionalities for this debt forgiveness (by G8
nations) require countries to sell their health,
education, electric, water and other public services to corporations.” [So they will have price
hikes for worse service.] Also discontinue subsidies and trade restrictions supporting local
business, so imports of G8 countries are favored. [And some Americans wonder why
when we visit foreign nations we are called
Ugly Americans!]
—Mr. Jan Young

Past articles: janaaronyoung.wordpress.com
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www.TheWorldTomorrow.org / The Obedient Church of God / TO COG
Why won’t you ministers acknowledge plain mathematics and 8 biblical “FACTS”?

“YOU” ministers “ARE”

“CAUSING” Sin
You ministers are

MOVING God’s Sabbath to Friday

and worse: You REFUSE TO REPENT.
AND WORSE YET: You LIE to your members that you obey God’s Bible:
When the “FACTS PROVE” you refuse to Obey God’s Bible Words.
You liars “KNOW” that God’s Sabbath was
moved to Friday in 1883 with Satan’s phony IDL
(International Date Line). Because we told you
for 11 months!

In 1882 God’s 7th day Holy Sabbath
occurred
in Australia “AFTER” the sun set in
Jerusalem.
In 1883 God’s 7th Day Holy
Sabbath was
in Australia 1 whole day “BEFORE”
the sun set in Jerusalem.
Editor’s Note: That would mean
Christ would arrive in Australia
1 DAY before Jerusalem.

You lying sinister white washed
walls continue to have God’s
Sabbath Day on FRIDAY!
YOU “WILLFULLY” REFUSE,
and continue to
“Neglect and Refuse” to obey
God’s 4th Commandment.
Repent you Sinisters, REPENT
“NOW.” God NOW Commands:
“REPENT” “NOW” Acts 17:30
God also COMMANDS in Malachi 4:4 for you Sinisters
to Obey the Law... Lest God destroys the whole earth.
Malachi 4:6. But you Sinisters are so PROUD, so selfcentered, and so ARROGANT that no one can teach
you anything. You sinisters ARE egotistical maniacs
BECAUSE you would cause God to destroy the whole
earth just so that you could save face and not have to
admit you were wrong. So you willfully refuse to
REPENT and obey God’s 4th Commandment!
You lying sinisters REFUSE to REPENT and have
God’s Sabbath Day on the 7th Day in Australia, New
Zealand, China, India, etc. = 1/2 the World, which
means as usual your lamps are ONLY 1/2 full of oil =
only 1/2 Obedient.
On the Authority of God’s Bible “YOU” Sinisters WILL
BE locked out of the Marriage Supper and cast into
outer darkness where there is weeping and gnashing
of teeth. Because “YOU” EGOTISTICAL Sinisters are
TOO PROUD to change and follow God’s 4th Commandment of Exodus 20:8.
You “KNOWINGLY” EVERY WEEK “CAUSE” your
members in the other 1/2 of the World to break the
4th Commandment. Because you “cause” your
members to sin.
Matthew 13:41 ESV:
41 The Son of Man will send his angels, and they will
gather
out of his kingdom all [= you SINisters]

causes of sin

[= you SINisters who follow Satan’s phony 1883 IDL]
and all law-breakers [lawbreakers “CAUSE” SIN].

42 and throw them [= you DISobedient Sinisters] into the fiery furnace. In that place there
will be weeping and gnashing of teeth.

1.) STOP moving God’s Sabbath Day to Friday in 1/2
the World with Satan’s phony 1883 IDL (1883
International Date Line). Ex 20:10.

YOU Sinisters have all your
members in these above
Countries WORKING ON GOD’S
SABBATH DAY!

2.) STOP using an averaging calendar that causes you
to work on HOLY Days (when with 1 computer click you
can know the RIGHT DAY). Lev 23:2

On the Authority of God’s Bible we state that:
“You” Sinisters are WILLFULLY causing the
death of = “KILLING” your members in these
above Countries, “BY” “CAUSING” your members
to BREAK/work on God’s Sabbath.
YOU “ARE” “CAUSING” your members’ deaths because the Sabbath is the Test Commandment,
BUT “little you” Sinister are too arrogant to change:

sign

Sabbaths are a
between God and
man. Ezekiel 20:12, 21.
The Sabbath is a sign. Exodus 31:17.
Seal the
[4th Commandment] among my
disciples. Isaiah 8:16.
They
the Commandments. Revelation 14:12.
Your SINisters LIE TO YOU and tell you they keep
the commandments while they BREAK God’s
Commandments. They are LIARS as proven by
the FACT they move God’s Sabbath Day.
And besides lying they suppress the truth and
deny Jesus via their disobedient works:
Who [= You SINisters Who]
the
truth. Romans 1:18.
Him [deny
In works [you SINisters]
Jesus]. 2 Thessalonians 1:8.
For 11 months now you SINisters
have read this
TO COG (The Obedient Church of God)
www.1stCenturyChristian.com
$500.00 Ad’s veracity/truth,

law

keep

suppress

deny

but you have REFUSED to
Repent and follow God’s Bible’s
4th Commandment in 1/2 the World,
and God’s other Truths that we have
RE-Discovered and RESTORED.

This is proven by our
restoring these following
Doctrines of God:

Realize that these “Moadim-appointed times” were set.
3.) STOP ignoring the 4 fasts of the Lord. Zechariah
8:19
4.) STOP ignoring God’s COMMAND for you to GO TO
= travel to A FEAST 3 TIMES A YEAR. Deut 16:16.
5.) STOP ignoring God’s COMMAND to hold a Worship Service every New Month Day. Ez 46:3.
Realize that a Service on New Month Day is God’s
Command, right along with the Weekly Sabbath. It is
not optional. Ez 46:6. You today ARE a living sacrifice
Rom 12:1
6.) STOP adopting the ways of the heathen gentiles
such as Turkey God Day. You shall “NOT” add to God’s
Feast Days Deut 12:32.
7.) STOP hiring Restaurant Workers and paying them
money on God’s Sabbath Day = breaking God’s
Sabbath as soon as you walk out of Services.
Even others know-Quote: We shouldn’t buy or sell on
the Sabbath day, not even food. God says this will “profane the Sabbath day.” The gates to Jerusalem were
shut as it began to get dark towards the Sabbath, and
were opened again after the Sabbath was over. This
was to keep the merchants and sellers from buying
and selling on the Sabbath Nehemiah 10:31; 13:15-22.
There are NO restaurants open in Jerusalem on God’s
Sabbaths. You have the Preparation Day on Friday to
buy a takeout meal at a Restaurant, then you eat at
home with your friends on Saturday by warming up the
magnificent meal you bought at the Restaurant on
Friday. Editor’s Note: Those who REJECT God’s
Law/Way of Life will be eternally lost.
8.) STOP having Pentecost on the WRONG DAY!
http://1stcenturychristian.com/Pentecost.pdfnnHerbert W. Armstrong had Pentecost on Sivan 6 from 1933 to 1937.
Then Herbert changed Pentecost to Monday in 1937,
and again changed Pentecost to Sunday in 1972. God
gave Herbert the correct Sivan 6 Pentecost day in
1933, but Herbert “fell” off the rails in 1937, among
other horrible sins Herbert started committing towards
1937. Those who say they want the “faith once delivered” to Herbert (before he fell off God’s fails/God’s
ways), MUST have Pentecost on Sivan 6 = the day
God gave/established the WCG with = Sivan 6 in 1933,
or they are liars trying to say they have Herbert’s
“original” doctrine.

We “ARE” Restoring All Things.

TO COG is the “Only” Church that is:
“CONTINUING” Mr. Armstrong’s Work of RESTORING All Things
All other churches are stuck in 1972 and refuse to Grow in Knowledge. 2 Peter 3:18
Follow God’s words to be your final authority, not ministers!
answers@theworldtomorrow.org
For video of Sabbath March 28, 2015, go to https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KxrxKzrGFC4
Lawrence Albert Nowell

“For if we go on sinning willfully after receiving the knowledge of the truth, there no longer remains a sacrifice for sins, but a
terrifying expectation of judgment and THE FURY OF A FIRE WHICH WILL CONSUME THE ADVERSARIES” (Hebrews 10:26-27).
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The Ezekiel WATCHMAN
God’s Warning Message

“Behold, I will send you Elijah the prophet before the coming of the great and
dreadful Day of the LORD (Malachi 4:5; Matthew 17:10-11).

“Believing and Living the Truth of God”

T

Alton B. (Don) Billingsley

RUTH—Shortly before Jesus Christ
was beaten and crucified, He
prayed fervently to His Heavenly
Father for His true people to keep
them apart from the world,
“Sanctify them by Your Truth, Your
Word is TRUTH.”
Holy Men of Ancient Times—were chosen and used by God, due to their dedication, obedience to His laws, together with
righteousness before Him, because of
believing and living the TRUTH OF GOD.
Godly men, such as: Abel, Enoch, Noah,
Abraham, Moses. Holy men who stood
apart from the world around them because
they BELIEVED God.
Noah walked with God—being divinely
warned of things not seen in a world of total
wickedness, preached warnings to them for
120 years while building the Ark whereby he
and his immediate family were spared from
the FLOOD that drowned billions of people
and all land life.
Lot was Righteous—because of his grief
of seeing the evil permeating the cities of
Sodom and Gomorrah (II Peter 2:6-8), and
remaining apart from it, he and his immediate family were led by angels to safety while
those cities were destroyed with fire and
brimstone that fell from heaven (Genesis
19:15-17, 24).
Lot’s Family—Because Lot was considered righteous, the angels asked if there
were other family members who might be
spared as well (Genesis 19:12-14). Lot then
went to his sons-in-law’s homes near the
midnight hour and hammered on their
doors waking them up from a sound sleep.
He desperately tried to warn them of the
impending doom to befall the cities and a
way of escape was offered to them.
Lot’s Family Refused the Warning—
Lot’s families thought he was joking and
laughed at him (Genesis 19:14). He returned
home heartbroken knowing his families
would perish along with all of the others and
there was nothing more he could do for them.
The Obvious Parallels—For 52 years of
his lifetime, God’s apostle and His Elijah of
the end-time, Mr. Herbert W. Armstrong,

warned the peoples of Israel, America and
Britain, and the Church, of the coming
demise of the nations of Israel; beginning
with famine and diseases (Ezekiel 5:12), then
followed by nuclear warfare (Ezekiel 6:6;
12:20; Nahum 3:13). However, like Lot’s family, the former members of the Worldwide Church of
God either disbelieve or ignore those
warnings. They have
chosen their own destructive course!
Mr. Herbert W.
Armstrong—
Quote: “If there is
any one reason
why God chose to use me, it is because I
BELIEVE GOD.” This was true with all of
the holy men of old. This is where I also
stand—I believe God with my whole
heart! This is why I continue to write as I
have for 12 years, seeking to turn around
former ministers, members and Laodiceans from the path of destruction before
it becomes too late! Prayerfully, all will
return fully to the teachings God used that
man to teach all of us.
A Prayer of David—“Search me, O
God and know my heart; try me and
know my anxieties and see if there is
any wicked way in me, and lead me in
the way of everlasting” (Psalm 139:23-24).
This is the kind of prayer each one of us
should pray while evaluating where we are
and what we believe, and return to the fullness of the TRUTH OF GOD (Jude 3).
Deliverance for the Godly—”The
LORD knows how to deliver the godly
out of temptations (as God did with Noah
and Lot), and to reserve the unjust
under punishment for the day of judgment (as the Pre-Flood world—Sodom
and Gomorrah–and the coming Great
Tribulation), especially those who
walk according to the flesh (the way of
human reason instead of believing God) . . . and
despise authority (authority given by God
to His late apostle via the government of God)
. . . having forsaken the right way and
gone astray following the way of
Balaam who loved the wages of

unrighteousness (fame and gain more than
the love for the fullness of the truth of God, II
Thessalonians 2:10-11)” (II Peter 2:6-9, 15).
God’s Caring Love—Because of God’s
caring love, the warning from the voice and
writings of Mr. Herbert W. Armstrong continue yet today on our
14 websites—knocking on the doors as did
Lot on the doors of his
families (Revelation
3:20); sadly, this is also
met with disbelief !
Are you of the godly—
believing the TRUTH
and Living it? This
would make the difference as it did with
Noah and Lot. Time is
fleeting!
MYSTERY OF
THE AGES—To be
so blessed, please seriously study your Bible
together with the last
book Mr. Herbert W.
Armstrong wrote: the
unedited MYSTERY
OF THE AGES, ISBN 0396-08773-6. This could
save your life from
this coming and dreadful time. REMEMBER—Mr. Armstrong was
the man God used to teach all of us His
truth (II Timothy 3:13-14).
The Philadelphia Era of God’s Church—
Please know from Scripture it will only be
God’s true and faithful little flock, the remnant of the Philadelphia Era of God’s
Church, that will escape the coming terrible
times due to their faithfulness and endurance (Revelation 3:7-13).

The quotes and pictures above are for educational purposes only. Entire contents © 2016 The Church of God. All
Rights Reserved. The copyright subsisting in material quoted in this publication and trademarks appearing in this
publication belong to the respective owners thereof and
no claim of ownership therein is made by The Church of
God, Faithful Flock.
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Devices of Satan
A long time age there was a great, spiritual Being named Lucifer.
He was a cherub and he and another of his kind stood on either
side of God’s heavenly throne spreading their wings to provide a
‘covering’ for the throne. The Children of Israel built a Mercy Seat
within the wilderness Tabernacle. On each side of the Seat they
placed a golden image of a cherub (Exodus 25:18). The general
appearance of a cherub is provided in Ezekiel 10:14-16, 20-21.
Sometime before humans were created on the earth, Lucifer had a
change of attitude toward God. No longer did he want to be just
a covering cherub for God’s heavenly throne. He wanted to be
God. Details of that change are described in Chapter 28 of the
Book of Ezekiel.
The Lord God said to Lucifer: “You sealed up the sum, full of wisdom,
and perfect in beauty. You have been in Eden the garden of God.
Every precious stone was your covering. The workmanship of your
tabrets and of your pipes was prepared in you the day you were created. You were the anointed cherub that covered, and I set you so.
“You were upon the holy Mountain of God. You walked up and
down in the midst of the Stones of Fire. You were perfect in your
ways from the day you were created till iniquity was found in you.
By the multitude of your merchandise, they have filled the midst of
you with ‘violence’ and you have sinned.
“Your heart was lifted up because of your beauty. You corrupted
your wisdom by reason of your brightness. Therefore, I will cast you
as profane out of the Mountain of God. I will destroy you, O covering cherub, from the midst of the Stones of Fire. I will cast you to
the ground” (Ezekiel 28:12-17).
God then removed Lucifer from His presence. Jesus said he personally observed the fall of Lucifer from heaven (Luke 10:18).
However, Lucifer refused to stay away from the Mountain of God.
Apparently the ‘iniquity’ discovered in Lucifer was his plan for a
hostile takeover of God’s domain. Lucifer gathered supporters and
mounted an attack upon God, likely the ‘violence’ God had mentioned. Verse 6 of the Book of Jude makes reference to some of
Lucifer’s supporters.
Of course the attack upon God failed. The lesson: If a great, spiritual cherub couldn’t overthrow God, it is folly for any physical
human to fight God and expect to win (2 Chronicles 13:12).
After Lucifer’s overthrow attempt failed, God told him: “How are
you fallen from heaven, O Lucifer, son of the morning! How are you
cut down to the ground! For you said in your heart: ‘I will ascend
into heaven. I will exalt my throne above the stars of God. I will sit
also upon the mount of the congregation in the sides of the north.
I will ascend above the heights of the clouds, and I will be like The
Most High’ ” (Isaiah 14:12-14).
For a second time Lucifer was cast from God’s presence. This time
Lucifer’s outward appearance changed from cherub to red dragon (serpent—snake). The former beautiful cherub had become
Satan the devil.
Some people think God created the devil. God did not. Lucifer’s
iniquity, his basic attitude of violence against God, caused him to
become the devil. Lucifer did it himself.
The Bible pictures ex-Lucifer in the Garden of Eden with Eve (Genesis 3:1). Eve was destined to be the mother of all humanity. “Be
fruitful and multiply,” God had told her. The serpent also heard.

Slyly the serpent engaged Eve in conversation. Covertly he brought
up the subject of the attractive fruit on the only tree she and Adam
were not to touch and presented various arguments why Eve
should touch the fruit.
Eve agreed. The fruit looked so nice and tasty. And it would make
her know good from evil then she could be like God. Eve had been
‘beguiled’ (Strong’s Concordance OT #5377 = lead astray; mentally delude) (Genesis 3:13). She took a forbidden fruit and ate
(Genesis 3:5-6).
Surprise. Eve did not drop dead. The fact she did not die after
touching the fruit might have influenced Adam. He saw his wife
eating yet still alive. Adam then responded according to what his
eyes were telling him. He also ate.
The devil was ecstatic! His attack upon Eve had resulted in a
bonus. He got Adam also.
The Bible doesn’t say if either Adam or Eve repented of their sin.
But even if they did, sinning required punishment and both eventually died just as God had warned. They had violated the principle
of God’s First Commandment: “You shall have no other ‘gods’
(Strong’s OT #0430 = magistrates) before Me. You shall not bow
down yourself to them nor serve them” (Exodus 20:3, 5). Eve had
served the interests of the devil. Adam had listened to his wife putting her voice before that of God’s.
The apostle James’ comment about lusting clearly describes what
Eve did: “When lust is conceived, it brings forth sin. Sin, when it is
finished, brings forth death” (James 1:15).
Lying
Jesus referred to the devil as ‘father of lies’ (John 8:44). The devil
is very good at lying. It is one of his most useful devices. His best
use of lies is camouflaging them with bits of truth. A camouflaged
lie causes confusion and usually gets people squabbling and
believing additional lies.
Satan presented camouflaged lies to Jesus in the form of temptations. They were excellent temptations most people would be hard
pressed to ignore. Jesus wasn’t fooled.
Satan took Jesus up to a pinnacle of the Temple and encouraged
him to jump off. “For it is written,” the devil told Jesus, “God shall
give His angels charge concerning you. In their hands they shall
bear you up lest at any time you dash your foot against a stone”
(Matthew 4:5).
Satan correctly quoted Psalm 91:11-12, but twisted the meaning
from accidental to intentional foot dashing. Jesus responded that
putting one’s self in danger to prove God would keep a promise
amounted to tempting The Lord (Matthew 4:7).
Satan presented Jesus with an offer of immediate power and control
over the planet again transporting him, this time to the top of an
exceeding high mountain. Satan showed Jesus all the kingdoms of the
world and their glory (greatness). “All these things will I give you,” the
devil said, “if you will fall down and worship me” (Matthew 4:8-9).
The offer was for world domination. Immediate control, and power.
No waiting. No painful suffering on the cross.
Was Satan truly able to give Jesus control over the world? Possibly.
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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But if Jesus were to take the devil up on the offered shortcut to
sovereignty over the earth, it required abandoning what his Father
had said. It meant rebellion against his Father. It meant serving the
interests of the devil.
Ananias and his wife, Sapphira, sold a piece of land (Acts 5:1-10).
They brought part of the price and laid it at the feet of the apostles saying it was the full amount.

Almighty God. Walk before Me” (Genesis 17:1). Through the pen
of the prophet Isaiah (Isaiah 44:8), this same Lord God asks, and
answers, this question: “Is there a ‘God’ (Strong’s OT #0433 =
deity) beside Me? Yea, there is no ‘God’ (Strong’s OT #6697 =
rock; refuge). I know not any.”
Never did Jesus say he was equal in ability, stature or image with his
Father before becoming human. When facing crucifixion, Jesus
prayed asking only again to be in his Father’s presence, only to be
restored to the ‘glory’ he had had before the world was (John 17:5).

Peter questioned: “Ananias, why has Satan filled your heart to lie
to the Holy Spirit? While it remained was it not yours? And after it
was sold, was it not in your own power? You have not lied unto
men, but unto God.”

Never did Jesus say after becoming human he was equal to his
Father as the Jews accused (John 5:18). He said his Father was
greater (John 14:28).

Upon hearing these words, Ananias fell down and gave up the
ghost. The young men arose, wound him up, and carried him out
and buried him.

Resurrected, and standing outside the tomb with Mary prior to
returning to heaven, Jesus said he was ascending to his Father, and
her Father; and to his God, and her God” (John 20:17). Jesus mentions only one God, the Father.

About three hours later his wife, not knowing what was done,
came in. Peter questioned her: “Tell me whether you sold the land
for so much?” And she said: “Yea, for so much.”
Peter said to her: “How is it that you have agreed together to
tempt the Spirit of The Lord? Behold, the feet of them which have
buried your husband are at the door and shall carry you out.”
She then fell down and yielded up the ghost. The young men came in,
found her dead and, carrying her forth, buried her by her husband.
This incident provides a lesson about lying types. Bearing false witness against one’s neighbor violates God’s Ninth Commandment
(Exodus 20:16). It is a sin that can be forgiven.
Lying to God’s Spirit is like lying directly to God’s face. It is unforgivable sin, just as are lies about the Spirit, and works of the Spirit.
The Pharisees accused Jesus of working miracles and casting out devils by the power of the devil (Beelzebub, prince of the devils) (Matthew
12:31-32). Jesus warned: “Truly, I say to you, all sins will be forgiven
the sons of men, and whatever blasphemies they utter. But whoever
blasphemes against the Holy Spirit never has forgiveness, but is guilty
of an eternal sin” (Mark 3:28-29, Revised Standard Bible).
Rebellion
Ever since The Garden, the devil has been looking for ways to control humans. Much to the sadness of many he has been successful.
He continues to have successes to this day. Even people who thought
they were immune to the devil’s devices have been easy fodder.
The apostle Peter warned people to be sober and vigilant “because
your adversary, the devil, as a roaring lion walks about seeking
whom he may devour” (1 Peter 5:8).
It was not an idle warning. The devil actively is going to and fro and
up and down upon the earth (Job 2:2). He never stops, never sleeps
24/7 because rebellion, a device with which he is thoroughly
acquainted—he is the first recorded rebel—scores big for him.
The Trinity Doctrine, the belief there are three equal, independent,
supreme deities—Father, Son, Spirit—is rebellion against God and
who He says He is. A variable to the above is the belief ‘God’ is a
single Entity but composed of three parts—Father, Son, Spirit.
Again, that is not what God says He is.
In the Old Testament, The Lord spoke to Abram, saying: “I am the

The belief in multiple gods, equal or not as does the Trinity
Doctrine, is contrary to Scripture. More examples: 1 Timothy 2:5—
“There is one God, and one mediator between God and men the
man Christ Jesus.” And Ephesians 4:5-6—There is “one lord (a reference to Jesus), one faith, one baptism . . . one God and Father of
all who is above all, and through all, and in you all.”
No pot can be equal to its potter (Isaiah 64:8). No Entity, neither
physical nor spiritual, can be like God. The Lord God is unique and
knows of no other like Him.
“We know,” wrote the apostle Paul, “God causes all things to
work together for good to those who love Him, to those who are
called according to purpose. For those whom He foreknew, He also
predestined to be ‘conformed’ (Strong’s NT #4832 = similar) to
the ‘image’ (Strong’s NT #1504 = likeness; profile; resemblance) of
His son” (Romans 8:28-29).
Revelation 1:13-16 provides a visual ‘image’ (likeness; profile; resemblance) of the resurrected Jesus. He is an eternal Entity, yet his
appearance remains consistent with that of a physical human man.
Revelation 4:3 also provides an ‘image’ (likeness; profile; resemblance) of The One who sits upon the throne of heaven. The One upon
the throne is similar in color to jasper and sardine stones which are
yellow to red. The One upon the throne is identified as: “Lord God
Almighty . . . which was, and is, and is to come . . . who lives for ever
and ever . . . (and) has created all things” (Revelation 4:8, 10-11).
The prophet Ezekiel saw a vision of a throne. “The throne has the
appearance of a sapphire stone,” he wrote. “And upon the likeness of
the throne there was the likeness as the appearance of a man upon
it. I saw the color of ‘amber’ (Strong’s OT #2830 = polished bronze),
as the appearance of fire round about and within, from the appearance of His loins even upward, and from the appearance of His loins
even downward. This was the appearance of the likeness of the ‘glory’
(Strong’s OT #3519 = splendor) of The Lord” (Ezekiel 1:26-27).
The apostle Paul understood about the ‘fiery image’ of God. In
Hebrews 12:29 he restated Moses from Deuteronomy 4:24—“Our
God is a consuming fire.”
The lesson. The visual image of Jesus is similar to a human man.
He was a man. The visual image of God is similar to fire. Humanity
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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was made in the image of God, however we are not exact replicas
or clones. We resemble God only in profile like shadows or idols as
the original Hebrew says. God is not a man, nor can He be
(Numbers 23:19).
When people honor God as their Maker, and endeavor to keep His
commandments, God considers them His sons and daughters. Each
is an equal heir of God, and joint-heir with Christ (Romans 8:14-17).
These sons and daughters are in line to receive a promised change
of ‘body’ from a corruptible to incorruptible one. Their new body
will conform to the likeness of Jesus (1 Corinthians 15:44, 52-53).
Some people have said: “When I become like God . . . .” That is a
nice wish, but not possible. No one can be like God. It is not possible because it would cheapen the glory of The Eternal. It would
amount to a gross put-down of God’s greatness and majesty.
It is not possible to be like God simply because God will not allow
it! God says: “I am The Lord (Strong’s OT #3068 = The SelfExistent). That is My ‘name’ (Strong’s OT #8034 = the idea of a
lofty and conspicuous position; a mark or memorial of individual
honor, authority, character). My glory,” says The Lord, “will I not
give to another” (Isaiah 42:8).
Remember, the rebellion perpetrated by Lucifer was an attempt to
be like The Most High (Isaiah 14:14).
False Prophets
Another device used by the devil is false ministers and prophets.
These scriptures should be familiar to Bible readers: “Beware of
false prophets which come to you in sheep’s clothing, but inwardly they are ravening wolves” (Matthew 7:15). Also: “In the latter
times some shall depart from the faith, giving heed to seducing
spirits and doctrines of devils, speaking lies in hypocrisy, having
their conscience seared with a hot iron” (1 Timothy 4:1-2).
Some religious professing individuals make incorrect statements
simply because they don’t know what they are talking about. On
the other hand, some religious individuals that claim titles such as
‘minister’ and ‘prophet’ intentionally make incorrect statements.
They knowingly lie to support an agenda, an agenda sometimes
resulting from Satan’s involvement.
The Bible gives several ways for sorting out who is, and is not, of
God. One way is listening to what is said. If claims are made for
occurrence of certain events which never happen, beware.
Jeremiah 28:9: “When the word of the prophet shall come to pass,
then shall the prophet be known that The Lord has truly sent him.”
The entire Chapter 28 of the Book of Jeremiah tells about a false
prophet, Hananiah. Hananiah had been making promises and giving hope to the people. He said he spoke in the name of The Lord.
But Hananiah was making the people trust in lies. God had not
sent him and took a dim view of the corrupt use Hananiah was
making of His name. Hananiah died a few months later paying
with his life for presumptuous speaking in the name of The Lord.
Another way to identify a false religious ‘preacher’ is to mimic the
ancient Bereans. They searched the Scriptures daily to see if what
they had been told was true (Acts 17:11).
Notice that the word, Scriptures, is plural. The Bereans did not rely
on one verse. They reviewed everything associated with a subject

not embracing an idea until proven true by multiple scriptures. One
verse does not establish religious truth.
Accusations
“I heard a loud voice saying in heaven: ‘Now is come salvation,
and strength, and the kingdom of our God, and the power of his
Christ, for the accuser of our brethren is cast down, which accused
them before our God day and night’ ” (Revelation 12:10).
Satan is an accuser. He accuses the righteous. He accuses the innocent. He accuses God. The devil causes brother to accuse brother,
sister to accuse sister, neighbor to neighbor, parent to child. No
one is immune.
Satan appeared before God and accused righteous Job of serving
God only to obtain blessings (Job 1:9-11). God allowed Satan to
‘touch’ everything Job possessed. Job’s flocks died, his children
and servants were killed by a ‘whirlwind’, etc. Regardless of these
calamities, Job neither accused nor cursed God.
Satan did not get the reaction he wanted and returned for permission from God to touch Job himself. God allowed. Promptly Satan
afflicted Job with painful boils.
Enter three ‘friends’ of Job. They were aware of Job’s difficulties
and initially arrived to mourn with Job and comfort him. All sat
together on the ground seven days saying nothing (Job 2:13).
It appears Eliphaz the Temanite was leader of the three. Finally he
spoke: “Even as I have seen, they that plow iniquity, and sow wickedness, reap the same.” Eliphaz implied that Job had plowed iniquity
and sowed wickedness, and was receiving the same in return.
However, Eliphaz accused Job unjustly. He based his accusation on
what he observed with his eyes. He accused without real knowledge of what was occurring.
Eliphaz continued: “Now a thing was secretly brought to me, and
mine ear received a little thereof, in thoughts from the visions of
the night, when deep sleep falls on men. Fear came upon me, and
trembling, which made all my bones to shake.
“A spirit passed before my face. The hair of my flesh stood up. It
(the spirit) stood still. An image was before mine eyes, but I could
not discern the form thereof. There was silence, then I heard a voice
speaking” (Job 4:12-16).
Many biblical examples indicate that when God, or His messenger,
delivers information it always is clear and concise. No doubt as to
what the message means.
The spirit that appeared to Eliphaz, however, was faint, indistinct.
Furthermore, what the spirit said was negative and not true concerning how God deals with most situations. It is apparent the
devil is also involved with the friends.
Further into the story Zophar the Naamathite says to Job: “Should
not the multitude of (your) words be answered? Should a man full
of talk be justified? Should your lies . . .” (Job 11:2-3). Zophar
plainly called Job a liar after Job said he had wronged no one.
At the end of the Book of Job the three ‘friends’ were in serious
trouble. Each one had accused Job unjustly. God considered what
they had done, sin.
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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The Lord now speaks directly to Eliphaz: “My wrath is kindled
against you, and against your two friends. You have not spoken of
Me the thing that is right as My servant Job has” (Job 42:7-8). The
three were required to provide animal sacrifices to cover their sins.
Job would pray for them because God would accept only Job.
In the New Testament, the apostle James encouraged all who
experience ‘bad luck’ and ‘wrong’ to endure the temptations. “For
when he is tried he shall receive the crown of life which The Lord
has promised to them that love Him. Let no man say when he is
tempted: ‘I am tempted of God.’ God cannot be tempted with evil,
neither tempts He any man” (James 1:12-15).
There are two lessons. 1) When temptation and/or difficulties
occur, likely Satan the devil is the one involved. God tempts no
man with evil; 2) God does not look favorably upon an individual
who falsely accuses.
Prior to the Children of Israel leaving Egypt they were accusing
Moses of making them abhorred in the eyes of Pharaoh, thus putting a sword in Pharaoh’s hand to slay them (Exodus 5:21).
Once free of Egyptian slavery, they changed their complaining to:
“Would to God we had died by the hand of The Lord in the land
of Egypt, when we sat by the flesh pots and we did eat bread to
the full. You (Moses) have brought us forth into this wilderness to
kill this whole assembly with hunger” (Exodus 16:3).
God provided them an unlimited supply of manna food to eat. They
complained wanting flesh.
Then it was water. Chiding with Moses: “Give us water that we
may drink.” Moses told them to be quiet as they were tempting
The Lord. The warning fell on deaf ears. The people murmured:
“Wherefore you have brought us up out of Egypt to kill us and our
children and our cattle with thirst?” (Exodus 17:2-3).
Korah and his followers accused Moses and Aaron of lifting themselves above the congregation, of making themselves princes over
the people (Numbers 16:13). Korah wanted that ‘lifting up’ power
and control for himself.
God eliminated Korah and other troublemakers who sided with
him by opening the earth and swallowing them. The very next day
all the congregation of the Children of Israel accused Moses and
Aaron of killing the people of The Lord. Of course it was a lie.
Moses didn’t open the earth (Numbers 16:28-30).
Bitterness
Satan is an arrogant and bitter Entity. He broadcasts bitterness. He
is bitter because he was disgraced by removal as covering cherub
to the heavenly throne. Bitter because of being disgraced by being
cast from of heaven. Bitter because his attempt to overthrow God
had failed. Disgraced and bitter from losing his beauty when
tossed from heaven the second time.
Mother Eve was Satan’s target. He wanted her dead. Her death
would thwart God’s plan to start a race of humans. Satan succeeded, but Eve didn’t die as soon as expected and lived hundreds
of years giving birth to the human race. It had been another failed
attempt to gain control from God.
King Saul of Old Israel became jealous of young David’s
fighting ability after hearing the women singing about

Saul killing thousands of Philistines and David his tenthousands. Saul was king, yet the little shepherd boy was
more popular with the people. Saul’s jealousy became
bitterness, then progressed to murderous hatred of
David. When hatred was born in Saul, God’s Spirit left him
(1 Samuel 18:8-10). Departure of the Holy Spirit gave
place to an evil spirit to torment Saul.
Jesus arrived telling people to repent of sin and worship God. God
was offering humanity eternal life. But if Jesus could be successfully tempted, Satan reasoned, God’s plan would fail.
Satan did his best to trick Jesus. Jesus wouldn’t cooperate. That added
to Satan’s bitter attitude. All his biggest efforts had been failures.
Sometimes people become annoyed. Jesus was not immune to
annoyance. Money changers had taken over the entrance to the
Temple in Jerusalem. When Jesus chased them and their animals
away his motivation was not bitterness. It was righteous indignation. He corrected an inappropriate situation at his Father’s House
(Matthew 21:12).
Satan might be bitter, but no quitter. He successfully has increased
contention and division between peoples. Many nations are now
fighting each other. Humans killing each other furthers his cause.
Satan likes that.
Recently he began working on people living within a nation getting
them to fight and kill each other. And has been for some time successfully dividing families, friends and neighbors through magnification of small, picky differences—making mountains out of mole hills.
He gets great satisfaction from the arguing, accusing and power
plays occurring between so-called ‘God fearing people,’ between
so-called ‘Churches of God.’
Satan has been playing cards from his evil deck for years. But one
of the most powerful cards yet to be laid on the table is the coming End Time Beast.
There is a prophecy in the Book of Revelation that tells about a
Beast rising out of the earth having two horns like that of a lamb,
but it speaks as a dragon (Revelation 13:11-14). The devil will gain
control this Beast and exercise all the power of a first beast
appearing previously. The Beast will cause the earth, and them
which dwell therein, to worship that first beast, which received a
deadly wound that became healed.
In control of the End Time Beast, the devil will do great wonders.
He will make fire come down from heaven on the earth in the sight
of men. He will deceive them that dwell on the earth by the means
of the miracles he has power to do in the sight of the first beast.
He will order all who dwell on the earth to make an ‘image’
(Strong’s NT #1504 = likeness; statue) to the beast which received
the wound by a sword, yet did live. He will have power to give life
to the image of that beast, so the image should both speak and
kill as many as will not worship the image.
The Beast will cause all, both small and great, rich and poor, free
and bond, to receive a ‘mark’ (Strong’s NT #5480 = stamp, as a
badge of servitude) in their right hand or forehead. No one will be
able to buy or sell, only they who have the mark of the Beast
(Revelation 13:15-17).
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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The mark will indicate which individuals serve the Beast. The mark
will have nothing to do with a particular day of worship, only who
is worshipped.
Companion scriptures to the above are Daniel 8:23-25—“When
the transgressors are come to the full, a king of fierce countenance, and understanding dark sentences, shall stand up. His
power shall be mighty, but not by his own power. And he shall
destroy wonderfully, and shall prosper, and practice, and shall
destroy the mighty and the holy people. And through his policy
also he shall cause craft to prosper in his hand, and shall magnify
himself in his heart, and by peace shall destroy many.”

gins in the parable he labels ‘foolish’ and unknown to him. He will
not be able to vouch for them to his Father (Matthew 25:11-12).
Evilness
The fruit of God’s Spirit is all goodness and righteousness and truth
(Ephesians 5:9). The ‘fruit’ of the devil are the devices and atrocities he has committed upon humanity. Satan’s fruit runs opposite
that of God’s Spirit.
Jesus said all that has been done in secret eventually will become
exposed and shouted from housetops. Satan will be brought to
justice for his crimes. Until then, how can an individual avoid the
devices of the devil?

2 Thessalonians 2:3-4—“Let no man deceive you by any means.
The day (of Christ) shall not come except there is a falling away
first, and the Man of Sin is revealed, the Son of Perdition, who
opposes all, who exalts himself above all that is called a god or
worshipped as a god, so that he, as a god, can sit in the Temple of
God showing the world he is a god.”

First, they must believe God has not placed an impossible stumbling block in front of them. Second they must believe no mountain is too high to climb, and no carrot is being dangled in front of
them with God waiting to yank it away when reached for. God
wants to hand out eternal life. It’s just that He is not going to give
it to the ungodly.

God’s Law

The apostle Paul encouraged the Ephesians to put on the armor of
God. That armor would enable them to withstand the wiles of the
devil (Ephesians 6:11).

There are so many ways the devil has for getting people to break
God’s commandments it is difficult to pick one in particular. As for
which commandments the devil prefers to see people break, it
seems the First—downgrading God—is at the top of his list followed by the Ninth—lying.
Significant numbers of humanity are convinced lying is acceptable
when done in the name of ‘love.’ Children all over the world annually are told about Santa Claus (Father Christmas) bringing gifts in
a sleigh pulled by flying reindeer.
Some people say Christmas teaches children the principle of giving. The truth is, most children will be thinking about what they will
be getting, some to the extent of lusting.
Satan’s tactful deceptions also have caused many people to
depend on false security. “Only believe,” they have been told.
“Jesus did it all,” is another of the devil’s grand deceptions.
Never has it biblically been said it is easy to gain entrance into
God’s Kingdom (heaven, nirvana, paradise, etc.). On the contrary,
through much ‘tribulation’ (Strong’s NT #2347 = afflictions) will
people enter into the Kingdom of God (Acts 14:22). There are no
automatically issued tickets to The Great Beyond. Those allowed to
cross over to the spiritual domain of God will have been keeping
His commandments. They also will have received positive testimony from Jesus (Revelation 12:17).
In some situations there is safety in numbers. When it comes to
God, however, the statement is not true. In recent years, God has
been scattering true worshipers across the entire planet so they
are not clustered in one spot which makes them an easy target for
Satan and evil governments of men under control of Satan.

Girt the loins about with truth, Paul said. Deploy the breastplate of
righteousness. Shod the feet with the gospel of peace. Use the
shield of faith to quench fiery darts of the wicked. Put on the helmet of salvation. Take up the sword of the Spirit, which is the Word
of God (Ephesians 6:14-18).
Galatians 5:22-23 lists fruits of God’s Spirit. And, as already said,
run in an opposite direction to the fruits of the devil.
• Love (Strong’s #26 = affection; benevolence). Satan’s fruit is
pure hatred for God.
• Joy (Strong’s #5479 = cheerfulness). Satan’s goal for people is
mental depression.
• Peace; Long-suffering (Strong’s #3115 = forbearance). Satan
promotes fighting and open warfare.
• Gentleness (Strong’s #5544 = excellence in moral character;
patience). Satan is anything but gentle.
• Goodness (Strong’s #19 = virtue). Satan has no virtue. He is
evil, sinful, ungodly.
• Faith (Strong’s #4102 = a conviction of religious truth). Satan is
the father of lies and deceit.
• Meekness (Strong’s #4236 = gentleness; humility). Satan’s
character is the opposite of humility. It is arrogant, obstinate,
revengeful, contentious, haughty and full of wrath.
• Temperance (Strong’s #1466 = self-control). The control Satan
desires is to be over everything.

There surely is a Place of Safety from the Beast and End Time tribulation. But that place is not hidden on the backside of a mountain
or remote desert location. Safety comes only by being in service to
God. He knows His own, and where they are.

If an individual desires to have ways to deal with the devil, they
must stay close to God and live by the Spirit of God. They should
study to gain truth and knowledge of God. They should pray
always asking God to rebuke Satan and his demons. These are the
ways to deal with Satan the devil

Jesus spoke a parable about 10 virgins. He said that upon his
return to take charge of his Father’s kingdom he will recognize only
virgins who are, or have been, showing enough light. Half the vir-

A righteous workman, or woman, need not be ashamed when
they rightly divide the word of truth (2 Timothy 2:15). Conversely,
people should be ashamed if they reject the word of God.
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‘Compassion’: Don’t Be
Deceived by This Word
or those of you living under a rock and the growth of the economies of some of its forgiveness is required from those who claim
haven’t heard, there is currently a seri- member states.
to follow God. But God does not require us to
ous discussion about how to deal with
A primary reason this was successful was the open the door to abusers. There are multiple
‘refugees’ who want to leave their shared goals of the nations involved—similar examples to verify this.
country of origin and relocate to an- to the status we in the US have of a common
Paul was a Roman citizen. Paul was well
other country. This debate is typically framed set of American societal norms that have been aware of all of the teachings of Christ. Paul
by the media and progressives by using the in place until the last 20–40 years. How has the was aware of the admonitions to turn the
terms like compassion, mercy and human end result of this open-borders policy worked other cheek. However, Paul also was given
rights. The Catholic Church has officially tak- when compared to the
wisdom and understanding of God’s word.
en the position refugees should be welcomed; instructions God gave
Near the end of Acts, we read of Paul’s
immigration laws are morally null and void as for the creation of
trials under the Jewish powers. Paul,
they impede the ability of humans to better ideal society?
being a Roman, had the right to
their plight in life.
Leviticus 24:22
appeal his case to the highLet’s take a look at this and see where com- is a synopsis of
est court, and made use of
passion actually does come into play. When I God’s intent for
that right. He did not simdo a search in the KJV for the word compassion the nation of Isply accept the mistreatment
in the four gospels, I find 14 verses listed. The rael: “Ye shall have
of the Jews, as some would
vast majority of the time, the Greek word one manner of
have us to believe Christ
means ‘to feel sympathy, to pity,’ Strong’s law, as well for the
directs us to do.
G4697. A couple of times it is rendered from stranger as for
Now, this particular case
Strong’s G1656 and means to exhibit ‘compas- one of your own
was for a purpose God had laid
sion by word or deed.’
country: for I am
out, but the principle is the same.
These are used as related to Christ’s con- the LORD your God.”
We have rights under both
cern for others. In the same gospels the word
So God tells us
God’s law and man’s law.
mercy is found 21 times and means to be com- to treat the forWhen we allow ourselves to be
passionate or exhibit compassion. Clearly eigner in our midst
deceived by the clever words of
Christ taught us we are to be compassionate as we would treat a nathose who would use our freetowards our fellowman.
tive-born son. What’s the next logical conclu- doms against us, we fall prey to Satan and his
But is this the same compassion the Cath- sion from this directive from God? That deceptions.
olic Church and progressives in the media are those strangers are to obey the same laws as
God’s word warns us to be ever vigilant
claiming as their position on the refugee crisis the native-born sons must obey. There are against Satan’s attempts to deceive us. This is
facing us now?
over five dozen scriptures outlining the duties one such attempt, and it is very seductive; it
It is patently obvious the media and pro- of the stranger in the land of Israel just from uses Christ’s own words taken out of context
gressive idealists claim the ‘Christian’ value of Leviticus to Deuteronomy that back up this against the weight of the entirety of God’s
compassion and mercy as the gold standard conclusion.
word. Those who seek to destroy western
that humans are to exhibit. Those same indiWhen we look at the ‘refugees’ these social society are seeking to bring about a new world
viduals then apply the claim that they are liberals want to whitewash, we see a group order, one that is conducive to the abuses
expressing ‘compassion’ towards any group composed of 60–80% fighting-aged males, Satan wants to inflict on humanity.
they support. We are accused by these people, with a history and ideology in direct opposiThere are clear teachings that contradict
we as Christians, are derelict in our Christian tion to the laws of the lands they are attempt- the deceptions of those who would destroy
duty when we don’t act in what they claim is a ing to migrate to. Further, their brothers in the peace of society for the twisted ends of
compassionate and merciful manner.
the nations of close proximity refuse to accept the coming one-world government warned of
They ‘cherry pick’ scriptures to distort the them, refusing to allow these ‘refugees’ entry.
by God.
teachings from God’s word. Examples like the
The reality is these ‘refugees’ are not obeyAs God’s people, we must be able to see
woman to be stoned, or the teaching on for- ing the laws instituted in the nations they are this threat for what it is. He warns us to watch
giveness in Matthew 18:22, or
always, that we may be
the teaching in Matthew 5:39,
counted worthy to escape
These ‘refugees’ are not obeying the laws of the
are purported to support
the trials to come. If we
their position. Does God’s
allow ourselves to be denations they are attempting to enter. They are
word really teach we are to be
ceived by clever distortions
‘sacrificing’ to another God in the nations they enter.
doormats to be stepped on
of God’s word by those with
So is it reasonable to attribute Christ’s teachings of
and taken advantage of? Are
obviously no regard for His
the proponents of open borword, how can we be countcompassion and mercy to this current refugee crisis?
ders really correct?
ed worthy to escape?
The key is to look at the
The task set before us as
conditions these policies creGod’s people is to rightly
ate when followed, and compare those results attempting to enter. They are actively seeking divide the word of Truth. 2 Timothy 2:15. We
against the standards God set in His word. If to overthrow the law of the land and instead clearly are not perfectly capable of this now as
we look at Europe we can already see those institute their own brand of law. They are ‘sac- humans. Unfortunately, there are many of us
results, as they have been experimenting with rificing’ to another God in the nations they who are not capable of this even in a small
these policies for decades.
enter. So is it reasonable to attribute Christ’s portion.
When the EU was formed, one of the goals teachings of compassion and mercy to this
Studying God’s word is not the answer!
was to enable free transit between the mem- current refugee crisis?
There are billions who study God’s word and
ber nations. They have seen the advantages
No, because God is the same, yesterday, many who know it better than we. Pray for
our United States constitution has bestowed today and tomorrow. His word states that a God to open your understanding. That is the
on our nation, because of the prohibition of stranger in the land claiming His name shall key. We must have the ability to act as Paul
allowing individual states to place limitations obey the law of that land. Would He ask any- directed Timothy; we must be able to rightly
of trade and travel between member states. thing less of any other nation? God is just and divide the word of truth. Far too many of His
As a national initiative, this was not problem- His laws are equal to all. Ezekiel 18:23-29.
people are only rank apprentices in this
atic for the EU, and in fact has contributed to
Mercy and compassion are appropriate, and endeavor. Don’t be one of them.
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Ron Dart prepared thousands of us
Continued from page 1

We were not those who had abandoned everything Herbert Armstrong taught.
We were hurt, disillusioned, discouraged, despondent and deeply disappointed, but we felt that Mr. Armstrong
had some distinctive truths. (I, incidentally, shared only the disappointment aspect of that category.)
We were not ready to abandon
everything for evangelicalism, Roman Catholicism or some version of
mainline Christianity.
Nor did we favor Seventh-day Adventism or the Church of God 7th Day.
We were not ready to embrace
atheism, agnosticism or existentialism either. We were fed up with the
authoritarianism, obscurantism and
moral corruption of the WCG, but
we wanted to retain the Sabbath,
feast days, Kingdom of God on
earth, salvation opportunity for all
(Last Great day message) and for
some God’s reproducing of Himself.
Wrong government turn
We had a strong conviction that
Mr. Armstrong had indeed restored a
number of truths but that he had
gone terribly wrong with church
government, the place of safety,
church eras, British-Israelism and
prophetic speculations.
In Ron Dart we found a teacher
suited for our exilic condition. It was
his fascinating three-part series on
church government, given in 1978,
that led my WCG pastor to kick me
out of the church.
I had given him the tapes and asked
him to refute them. Instead he came to
my house on Friday night and commanded me not to return. That was
much easier than trying to refute Ron
Dart, a formidable task indeed.
Like a father
I remember those early months in
1982 when I was disfellowshipped.
Ron Dart was my personal mentor,
guide, counselor. He advised me
how I could do a Work.
We would communicate regularly
by letter. (No E-mails in those days.)
He was always patient, caring, loving. Like a father.
A group of ex-Worldwiders here
formed a virtual fan club. We loved
doctrine and naturally devoured Mr.
Dart’s tapes like starving men and
women. On Sabbaths and during the
week we would discuss his latest
tapes, his brilliant insights, his perspicacious lines.
CGI Jamaica history
I started the CGI here in January
1982, the same month I was disfellowshipped. Today CGI Jamaica is
the fastest-growing section of the
COG movement (that grew out of
the WCG) in the Americas. Last year
alone we baptized 26 persons.
I consider Ron Dart the father of
the Jamaican CGI, and I always told
him so. While the CGI was founded
by Garner Ted Armstrong in 1978,
and we always appreciated him for
not abandoning the truth his father
taught, our teacher and main source
of inspiration was Ron Dart.
Pastor Dart had a depth that differed
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from GTA. GTA was an evangelist.
Ron Dart was a teacher and scholar.
I have a strong academic interest
in philosophy, theology and comparative religions. Therefore Mr. Dart’s
penetrating sermons were deeply
appreciated.
I have thought many times, looking at Mr. Dart’s justification-by-faith
theology in light of his being part of
an obscure, often legalistic sect, that I
should go back to graduate school,
I always felt he was a treasure hidden from the world of scholarship
and I wanted to expose his theological insights to that wider audience.
Ron’s gifts as thinker and scholar
are mentioned by Greg Doudna, himself now an accredited scholar, in his
526-page book Showdown at Big
Sandy: Youthful Creativity Confronts
Bureaucratic Inertia at an Unconventional Bible College in East Texas.
Mr. Doudna recalls a time in the
early 1970s when he presented Ron
with a paper at Big Sandy proving
that HWA’s teaching on race was
false, and Mr. Dart, who he said was
a tough grader, gave him an A for
that presentation.
(Greg also mentioned a time
when GTA hatched up a scheme to
cancel the Feast of Tabernacles that
year and ask people to send in the
second tithes. It was Ron Dart who
opposed it and persuaded him to
change his mind.)
The primacy of the individual
Ron Dart’s teaching against authoritarian church government, his
defense of individual Christian conscience (I can’t forget his early 1980s
sermon “The Primacy of the Individual”) and his strong advocacy of
the Spirit over legalism and cultism
is forever etched in our minds.
He was a teacher par excellence.
But he was more than that. He was a
wonderful and remarkable human
beam. He modeled compassion. He
was the Church of God’s Dalai Lama.
My pain began six years ago
Rod Martin’s tear-filled, emotional
tribute at Ron’s funeral on Jan. 27
spoke for so many of us, including
me, who attended his funeral via livestream. I had to pay my last respects
to a man dearly beloved by me.
My pain about Ron did not start
with his death but with his fall that
tragically injured him six years ago.
I have been mourning since then.
I don’t know why God allowed
that tragedy, but I know that that
tragedy was too late. It was too late
because Ron Dart had already prepared thousands of us to face life’s
harshest tests.
It was too late, for we already
have his vast store of tapes and
DVDs, some of which I have delved
in since his passing.
That tragic fall and subsequent
death were too late, for Ron Dart
was already immortalized before
they came on the scene.
He was one of the finest servants
of God for the last century, our Karl
Barth, but much more lucid. I shall
always miss and mourn him.
Until we meet again, my mentor
and giant of the faith once delivered.
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Eulogies honor CEM founder Ronald Dart
Continued from page 1

John Currier, Gary Gibbons, Rod
Martin, Willie Oxendine and Joshua
Voyce. Burial followed at Whitehouse
Memorial Cemetery.
Cards and condolences can be sent
to Allie Dart in care of Christian Educational Ministries, P.O. Box 560
Whitehouse, Texas 75791, U.S.A.

the audience told Mr. Dart that his
brother said he would never attend
Mr. Dart’s Feast of Tabernacles site
again because “the brethren there sang

“One of the things we’ve got to get
out of our system is that those people
in the Baptist Church on Sunday are
going in there to worship Nimrod.
“This is what I call radical antipaganism. That is the belief that people
going to these other church are worshiping Nimrod, not Jesus.”
Mr. Dart was a Baptist for many
years before joining the RCG/WCG.
“And the Jesus I worshiped as a
Baptist was not Nimrod. It was the
Jesus of your New Testament, whom I
worshiped in error.
“I may have worshiped him in
vain, but it wasn’t somebody else.
“All this other-Jesus stuff that Paul
brought up as a simple metaphor
in Corinthians took on an incredible
life in the WCG, and I don’t agree
with it.”

Buoyant manner
The 1960 edition of Ambassador
College’s yearbook, The Envoy, states
under senior Ron Dart’s picture:
“A transfer student to Ambassador,
Ronald possesses a fine bass voice
that is used in Chorale and the Octet.
His wit and buoyant manner have an
uplifting effect. He works in the Mail
Reading Department.”
The 1963 Envoy lists Mr. Dart as a
member of the faculty and as an
We’re bent
“Ordained Minister, Lecturer in
Mr. Dart said radical antipaganism
Theology, Public Speaking.”
also affects people’s attitude toward
The Church of God News, a publithe songs the brethren sing at Church
cation of the WCG, in its January
of God Feast sites.
1965 issue lists Mr. Dart as a profes- Ronald Dart, 1934–2016
“We seem to believe that good
sor and minister at the AC campus at
a Christmas song during services.”
Christian songs could not be written
Bricket Wood, England.
“We sang two songs, ‘O Come All by somebody who did not have God’s
The 1967 Envoy lists him as dean
Ye Faithful’ and ‘Joy to the World,’ ” Holy Spirit.”
of students at Bricket Wood.
But “none of these people [BapIn 1968, according to a WCG Mr. Dart acknowledged. “I defy any“Manpower” report, Mr. Dart was body to find a word in either one of tists] know what sin is,” a woman in
those songs that’s wrong.”
the audience commented.
pastor at Birmingham, England.
He explained that he believed Jesus
“They all have their idea of what
The 1969 and 1971 Envoys list him,
back in Pasadena, as vice president of was born in the fall of the year, possi- sin is, and in no case do they ever say
bly on the first day of the Feast of Tab- it was breaking the law, the Ten Comthe Foreign Education Service.
mandments.”
In the ’70s he taught speech and ernacles.
“I make it a habit at the Feast of
Mr. Dart replied: “Because of the
theology at AC as well as serving as
the Big Sandy campus’s deputy chan- Tabernacles every year to give a ser- past 66 years of history, since the crecellor and executive vice president. mon based upon Luke 1 and 2, the ation of what came to be the WCG,
He simultaneously served as pastor of birth of Jesus,” he said. “I do this be- I’m sorry but we’re bent. We’re a dysthe Big Sandy congregation 1973-76. cause it’s in the Bible, and I don’t feel functional family.
“Look at the incredible flurry of
The Bulletin, another WCG publi- there’s any part of the Bible I shouldn’t
doctrines and splits going on all the
cation, in its June 1, 1977, issue lists be allowed to preach on.”
Mr. Dart stated that “I don’t believe time. What’s wrong here? Why is this
Mr. Dart, based in Pasadena, as the
in observing Christmas. I would never happening? Can we have unity only
director of pastoral administration.
Although not sponsoring church do so. What I do is celebrate the nativ- under authority?”
congregations, Christian Educational ity of Jesus.
UCG analysis
Ministries sponsored its first
Mr. Dart, during the Q&A,
Feast of Tabernacles site in
talked about the United
1996, in Kissimmee, Fla.
‘I don’t believe in observing
Church of God, which began
To avenge or not
Christmas. I would never do so. in 1995 as a reaction to the
Mr. Dart, over the years, I celebrate the nativity of Jesus.’ WCG’s doctrinal changes.
He said the United Church
wrote several articles that apof God’s problem is that it
peared in THE JOURNAL. These
“Because of what I call radical anti- began by building a field-ministry
included an editorial in 2001 titled
“Take a New, Hard Look at Ven- paganism, we have thrown the nativi- structure instead of immediately
geance,” published within a few days ty of Jesus out along with the [pagan] focusing on evangelism.
of the Sept. 11 attacks on the World stuff. Jesus’ nativity and Luke 1 and 2
“I tried to convince a couple of
are part of my ministry. I preach the UCG guys back in 1995 that they realTrade Center and Pentagon.
Mr. Dart concluded that “private birth of Christ, and I think the autumn ly should not attempt much in the way
individuals” should not seek to is the time to do it.”
of organizational work for now, that
Mr. Dart wrote several books, in- they really should wait.
avenge themselves. But it is proper for
“civil government” to “exact vengeance.” cluding The Lonely God in 2005.
“I told them: “You are going to be a
He said individuals may properly They’re available at amazon.com and very different church in five years
“seek justice on behalf of the op- from CEM.
from what you are today. You’re all
pressed,” but not “personal vengeance.”
torn up right now.”
Fond
AC
memories
“A sovereign government has no
Mr. Dart said, during the same Church-pastor policies
obligation to turn the other cheek,” he
wrote. “We should clean out that rat’s Q&A, that he had fond memories of
He contrasted the UCG’s policy of
nest called the Taliban and avenge the attending Ambassador College beginhiring church pastors with the CGI’s.
ning in 1958.
murder of our citizens.
“It was a marvelous place to be, Mr. Dart had served with the CGI
“. . . This is not vengeance taken
with a spiteful heart. It is justice, and and not just because of the beauty and from the 1970s through the ’90s.
Garner Ted Armstrong’s CGI, at its
it is right. We should have done it a all that kind of stuff. It was a marfounding, Mr. Dart said, spent “hardly
velous spiritual atmosphere.
long time ago.”
“Never before had I been among a dime on field ministers’ salaries.”
Mr. Dart’s thoughts on vengeance
Instead, it spent money on radio
and retribution fall in line with his such a group of studying, praying
opinion on whether Christians can people. Bibles were studied, prayer and television from day one. As a conclosets were everywhere, and you had sequence, he said, that church began
properly serve in the military.
In an interview with this newspaper a hard time getting into them.”
baptizing new people immediately.
The college in those years, he said,
in 2000 he stated he has no problem
Concerning law and grace, Mr.
with military service in a “noncom- exuded a “culture of service,” an aura Dart said he was a “hard-liner” on
bant” role and, in some situations, of “humility.”
both law and grace. He said the old
So where did AC and the WCG go WCG’s philosophy and theology
serving in combatant defensive roles,
such as when one’s country is wrong, someone asked.
“took us straight into legalism, and it
“It was when men left the college was a completely wrong way of apattacked by a foreign power as was
and went out into the field and got into proaching the law.”
Britain in World War II.
a hierarchical structure where they
He said he supports the approach of
Church government
had to compete. That’s where it hap- the apostle Paul, who was no oppoMr. Dart’s views on church govern- pened. You create an organizational nent of “grace” or “God’s law.”
ment differed from those of the structure where ministers compete
founder of the Radio/Worldwide and it’s headed for disaster.”
To contact CEM
Who were the men competing with?
Church of God, Herbert Armstrong.
The CEM fellowship group meets
“With one another,” he said, “minIn a question-and-answer session at
the Church of God Big Sandy in 2000 isters with minister. They had to. This at 2 p.m. U.S. central time each
Mr. Dart said he believed the WCG guy’s a pastor-rank minister, so he had Sabbath at 312 W. Main St., White“made a double mistake in the ’50s. It to climb this ladder. It’s like becoming house, Texas.
To listen to the service online go to
happened when they switched the a cardinal and getting a red hat.”
livestream.com, then search for “Born
church governance to an authoritarian,
to Win.”
top-down structure and when they Baptist history
To E-mail CEM and for other inforMr. Dart answered a question about
brought in the doctrines of exclusivism.”
During that same Q&A a man in his earlier history in the Baptist Church. mation go to borntowin.net.

